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Business process provisioning involves the allocation of resources (people, technol-
ogy, or information) to process tasks in order to optimally realize the goals of the pro-
cess. Resource allocation or task allocation refers to matching the right resource(s)
to a task. The allocation of resources to process tasks can have a significant impact
on the performance (such as cost, time) of those tasks, and hence of the overall
process. While the problem of optimal process provisioning is hard, process execu-
tion logs or event logs contain rich information about the task, resource and process
outcome. Past resource allocation decisions, when correlated with process execu-
tion histories annotated with quality of service (or performance) measures, can be a
rich source of knowledge about the best resource allocation decisions. This disserta-
tion offers a number of different approaches to support data-driven business process
provisioning.
In complex and knowledge intensive processes and services, human process par-
ticipants (resources) often play a critical role. Process execution data from a range
of sources suggest that human workers with the same organizational role and capa-
bilities can have heterogeneous efficiencies based on their operational context. This
dissertation investigates the variation in resource efficiencies with varying case at-
tributes (or process instance attributes), using a log of past execution histories as
the evidence base, also demonstrating how data-driven techniques can serve as the
basis for methodological guidelines for effective dispatching and staffing policies re-
quired to meet the contractual service levels (quality) of the service system and the
business process.
This evidence bases also suggests that the optimality of resource allocation de-
cisions is not determined by the process instance alone, but also by the context in
which these instances are executed. Current approaches on resource allocation have
not considered process context, case attributes and resource efficiency together. In
this dissertation, a context model that considers resource behaviors is defined to sup-
port process provisioning. A range of approaches are proposed to support different
dispatching scenarios such as pull-based dispatching and push-based dispatching.
These methods use the process context, resource context as well as the functional
goals and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of past process executions to derive
iii
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resource allocation policies. The proposed methods are evaluated on real-life event
logs.
In addition, this dissertation also proposes a method that leverages unstructured
text associated with process instance logs to discover context or situations impacting
process outcomes. Approaches of extracting information from process instance logs,
and identifying common patterns are evaluated. It is observed that unstructured text
can potentially provide insights into external factors impacting process outcomes.
The methods proposed in this dissertation are of considerable practical value.
Conventionally, the decisions taken on resource allocation is based on human judg-
ment, experience and implicit understanding of the context. Consequently, resource
allocation activity is subjective, and relies on the experience of managers or resources
themselves. Automated, data-driven support can be used to reduce human errors
and aid human judgement, leading to improved process provisioning decisions and
hence, improved process performance.
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A business process is “the way an organization arranges work and resources, for in-
stance the order in which tasks are performed and which group of people are allowed
to perform specific tasks” [1]. Business process provisioning deals with the execution
of a process by providing sufficient resources (people, technology, and information),
to realize its goals. To position process provisioning, the BPM life-cycle is intro-
duced (Figure 1.1). The life-cycle details multiple phases of managing a business
process [2]. During the design phase, a business process is specified and modeled.
The designed process is transformed to an executing process in the implementation
phase. This is followed by a monitoring phase, where the executing process is main-
tained and data from the executing process is collected. Monitoring phase is followed
by an analyis (or diagnosis) phase. In the analysis phase, the process model and
corresponding process data are analyzed and possible improvements are identified,
triggering a new cycle of design, implementation, monitoring, and analysis phase.
To ensure effective implementation, it is necessary to monitor and analyze pro-
cess data. Process mining is the area of research enabling discovery, verification and
improvement of an executing process by extracting information from process logs
[3]. The main source of data for process mining are the process execution logs or
event logs. Event logs capture information of each process instance such as the task,
the time the task started and ended, the resource performing the task and other
relevant information about the process instance (commonly referred to as case).
Much of the past research has used event logs for three types of analysis [3]:
Discovery, where the process model of the executing process is extracted using event
logs [4]. The roles and responsibilities of the resources a involved, are discovered from
the event logs [5]. Conformance, where the process model derived from event log
athe thesis only focuses on human resources
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Figure 1.1: Business process life-cycle, types of analysis and perspectives
is compared with the designed process model [6]. Enhancement, where the existing
process is improved or extended using the information recorded in the event logs.
Furthermore, enhancement of process using event logs can be viewed from four
different perspectives [3]:
• Process perspective, focusing on the control-flow and the ordering of activ-
ities [1].
• Time perspective, analyzing different optimization methods to allocate tasks
and meet the time constraints of the process [7], [8], [9], [10].
• Case perspective, analyzing different paths a process instance could take,
and the impact of paths on the performance [11].
• Organizational perspective, analyzing resources and their efficiencies [5],
[12], [13].
These four perspectives have been studied in isolation. However, resources effi-
ciencies (organizational perspective) could vary for different cases (case perspective),
and hence impact the process performance (time perspective). Not much attention
has been paid in analyzing the three perspectives together. In this dissertation, I
study all the three perspectives and further consider the variance in the efficiencies
of individual resources in different situations.
The objective of the analysis from time, case and organizational perspective,
is to improve resource allocation. Resource allocation or task allocationb, is the
btask allocation and resource allocation are used as synonyms in this work
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selection of a specific resource from a set of suitable resources for a task, during
the execution of a business process. Previous work on task allocation considers all
resources of a certain role to be the same [10], or with constant resource efficiency [8].
In practice, task allocation requires knowledge of variance in efficiency of resources.
Often experienced managers use knowledge of resources and their efficiency, when
allocating tasks to meet the required process performance.
1.1.1 Context-awareness in Resource Allocation
Context-awareness is the ability of a process to identify the context and make rel-
evant adaptation. The importance of context has been recognized by many re-
searchers in disciplines such as mobile computing, ubiquitous computing, informa-
tion retrieval [14] [15], as well as business process management [16], [17]. There has
been a collection of over 150 definitions of context from different disciplines [18].
Dey [19] defines context as “any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of entities that are considered relevant to the interaction between the user
and an application, including the user and the application themselves”. Existing
research on context-aware business process management has largely focused on the
design phase of the process life cycle. There have been very few approaches that
consider context during the analysis phase of the process life cycle [20], [21], [22].
In these studies, process attributes, context and process performance have been
evaluated. The organizational (and resource) perspective has not been the focus
of previous work. Nevertheless, context can be important when allocating task to
resources. Thus, for handling an insurance claim from a high priority customer,
we might allocate an experienced employee as a resource (the experience or other
attributes of resource do not form part of the process data - they are neither gener-
ated, impacted or consumed by the process - but have a bearing on the execution
of the process). Considering context of resource is important as it impacts their
efficiency and hence the task allocation decision.
The main problem that motivates the research presented in this dissertation is:
How to model, extract and analyze contextual information of a business
process in order to improve task allocation and realize process outcomes
or goals?
The key contributions of this thesis is to propose some possible directions to-
wards modeling, extracting and analyzing contextual information with the goal of
improving task allocation:
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• An approach to verify the influence of process attributes and context on re-
source efficiency. The data-driven approach is used to illustrate the impact
of context on the cost of the executing process (staffing or providing required
number of resources) in (Chapter 4).
• A context model using resource behavior indicators such as experience, coop-
eration, preference, computed from event logs (Chapter 5).
• A recommender system that uses the context model in addition to task and
resource attributes, to recommend task allocation and improve allocation de-
cisions (Chapter 5).
• A machine learning based method, used to derive resource allocation policies,
taking into consideration, the influence of context on performance outcome.
The policies can serve as input for future task allocation decisions (Chapter 6).
• A method to explore and discover contextual information that impacts perfor-
mance outcome, from unstructured textual data available in communication
and message logs of business processes (Chapter 7).
1.2 Thesis Outline
Most of the contributions presented in this thesis are based on published material.
The thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides the reader with necessary preliminaries and is split into
two parts. The first part summarizes the related work on business process
management, process mining covering the three perspectives of organization,
case and time. A summary of the work on modeling and analyzing context in
business processes is presented. The chapter also provides a brief introduction
to various machine learning methods used in the dissertation.
• Chapter 3 presents the overall research methodology. The research questions,
the data used for answering the questions and the limitations of the data, are
discussed.
• Chapter 4 highlights the variance in the resource efficiencies based on task
attributes in a IT process [23]. This is followed by considering contextual
attributes such as resource expertise to analyze variance in resource efficiencies.
The chapter highlights the use of data-driven approach to identify variances
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in resource efficiency for task allocation. The work presented here is based on
[24].
• Chapter 5 considers the use of a context-aware recommender system for task
allocation. A context model is built by considering resource behaviors. The
task, resource, process outcome, and context is used as input to the recom-
mender system. The recommender system is trained and an experimental
evaluation is carried out to predict resource performance on data extracted
from two real-life event logs. The material presented here is based on [25].
• Chapter 6 uses machine learning models to predict the performance outcome,
given process context and process attributes. Experimental evaluation is car-
ried out to identify predictors on a synthetically generated event log and a
real-life event log. This work is based on [26].
• Chapter 7 uses unstructured text recorded by resources when executing tasks
to identify patterns of common context that could lead to difference in the
performance outcome of the process. Short phrases are extracted from textual
logs of the process. The phrases are clustered and the performance outcome
of the cases, the phrases are mapped to, is evaluated and compared with other
cases. The material presented here is based on [27].
• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and highlights future directions.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter gives an introduction to the field of process modeling and process
mining. It continues with a detailed description of the state-of-the-art in mining
process execution data, focussing on resource assignment and allocations. Further,
recent research on modeling and designing process context, followed by existing
work on use of context in analyzing process outcomes is presented. Analysis of
business process uses several data mining and machine learning techniques. A brief
introduction to different methods used in this dissertation is presented.
2.1 Business Process Management
Business Process Management (BPM) “is the discipline that combines knowledge
from information technology and knowledge from management sciences and applies
this to operational business processes.” [28] Another definition of business process
management by Weske [2], highlights different phases of a business process: “Busi-
ness process management includes concepts, methods, and techniques to support
the design, administration, configuration, enactment, and analysis of business pro-
cesses.” Here, business process, “consists of a set of activities that are performed
in coordination, in an organizational and technical environment. These activities
jointly realize a business goal.” Davenport [29] considers the relationship between
the activities of a business process and defines as “a specific ordering of work ac-
tivities, across time and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly defined inputs
and outputs.”
BPM covers four phases in the life cycle of a business process. In the design
phase, the process is designed and specified. A process model is used to specify
the activities, their sequence or order, inputs and outputs. It is followed by the
implementation phase, where the model is transformed into an executing process.
In this phase, the process is realized using multiple software systems or process
aware information systems. The monitoring phase, deals with verifying if the process
6
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is running as expected and if any adjustments are required. The process instance
execution data becomes a critical need for the monitoring phase and the next phase of
the process life cycle. In the diagnosis phase, the process instance logs are evaluated
and analyzed for process improvement or re-design, triggering new iteration of the
life cycle, if process changes are made.
Figure 2.1: Business process of insurance policy application
2.1.1 Business Process Model
An important aspect of managing a business process is to design and document it, for
it to be followed in a standard manner. A business process model is a representation
of all aspects of a business process - activities, people performing the activities and
data exchanged between activities.
Several formal notations exist to help specify a process such as Petri-nets [30],
Event driven process chains (EPC) [31], Unified modeling language (UML) [32] and
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)a. BPMN is a widely used notation,
with a goal of documenting processes that are understandable by all business users:
i) designers creating the process, ii) technical developers building the process aware
information systems that will execute or run the processes, and finally, iii) the
business team who use and manage those processes. There are four categories of
different elements of BPMN:
• Events depicting something that happens during a process and affects the
flow of the process. Examples include start or end of a process, arrival of a
message and so on.
ahttp://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/
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• Activity representing the work performed during the process.
• Gateways that control the flow of the process and either allow or disallow
sequence of activities.
• Sequence flows showing the order in which activities are performed.
An example business process depicting issue of an insurance policy, represented
using BPMN is provided in Figure 2.1. The model represents the sequence of activ-
ities such as ‘Check Credit History’, ‘Verify Underwriting rules’. It further specifies
the role or responsibility of the resource or worker performing an activity: ‘Verify
Underwriting Rules’, ‘Issue Quotation’ is performed by resources having the role of
a clerk and supervisor respectively. The model represents the sequence or ordering
of activities, the divergence and convergences of the process flow using gateways.
In the business process, the flow diverges depending on the outcome of the ‘Ver-
ify underwriting rules’ activity, to either notifying rejection of the application or
calculating premium.
2.1.2 Resource Model in Business Process
Aalst et al. [1] introduced performers of activities in their definition of business
process: “by process we mean the way an organization arranges their work and
resources, for instance the order in which tasks are performed and which group of
people are allowed to perform specific tasks.”
Resources are entities that perform or are responsible for activities of a business
process at runtime. BPMN 2.0 meta-model (Figure 2.2), defines a HumanPerformer
element to help specify human roles. HumanPerformer inherits from Performer, and
ResourceRoles. The earlier versions of BPMN had only Performer. Potential owners
of the activity, are persons who can work on it.
The specification of resources and the surrounding organizational structure is
kept separate from the process model, and is called the organizational model. Or-
ganization model is not supported by BPMN. Muehlen [33] considers organizational
aspects of resources and defines an organizational meta-model. Cabbanilas [34]
presents a conceptual map of all elements in the organizational meta-model. The
organizational meta-model has relationships between various entities. The key en-
tities or elements of the model that are relevant to my work are:
Person: A person or a resource (or knowledge worker), performs the activities
of the business process. In this work person, resource and worker are used
interchangeably.
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Figure 2.2: BPMN 2.0 class diagram for human resources
Capability: It is the ability of a person to perform a task. It can be referred
to as a skill. Examples of capability include ‘knows DB2 administration”,
“programming in Java”.
Role: Role is the privilege a person has to perform tasks. A person can have one
or more roles. Roles can be organized into a hierarchy where a role implicitly
has all privileges of the role below in the hierarchy.
Team: In collaborative development, resources can be organized into teams where
resources from multiple teams would work on different activities or tasks of
the process.
Multiple relationships can be derived from the organization meta-model. A person
has a capability and is privileged with a named role. A role has permissions
to perform activities. The person is a team member in a team and occupies a
team position and belongs to a team type (Figure 2.3).
2.1.3 Resource Assignment Models
Resource assignment, at design time, specifies resources that are capable and have
the permission (or privilege) to perform specific activities in the business process,
based on their roles. Given the specification, an actual resource or worker is allocated
a task at run time (resource allocation). Russel et al. [35] define workflow resource
patterns that capture different ways of resource assignment and allocation. The
patterns are clustered into various categories: creation patterns, push patterns, pull
patterns, detour patterns, auto-start patterns, and visibility patterns. The purpose
of these patterns is briefly presented:
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Figure 2.3: Relationships in the organization meta-model
Creation Patterns: These are assignment patterns specified at design time, and
specify the range of resources that can work on the tasks related to an activity.
They also influence the manner in which a task can be matched with a resource,
capable of performing the task. These patterns provide clarity on how a task
should be allocated to a resource before it is executed. There are eleven
creation patterns: direct distribution, role based distribution, authorization,
deferred distribution, separation of duties, case handling, retain familiar, case
based distribution, history based distribution, organizational distribution, and
automatic execution.
Push Patterns: These are allocation patterns where tasks (or work items) are al-
located to resources by the system. Here, a system or a central dispatcher
takes the initiative and owns the distribution of tasks. Nine push patterns are
defined and divided into three groups. The first group of three patterns are
of the system offering the task to a single resource, to multiple resources or
allocates to single resource (on a binding basis). The second group of patterns
relate to the system selecting a resource from multiple possible resources iden-
tified. Three possible strategies are: random allocation, round robin allocation
and shortest queue. The final group of three patterns identify the timing of
the task allocation to a resource and the time at which the task commences
execution. Three possible patterns are: tasks allocated before they have com-
menced (early distribution), after they have commence (late distribution) or
the two events are simultaneous (distribution on enablement).
Pull Patterns: These are allocation patterns, where the resources are made aware
of specific tasks that require execution, and the commitment to undertake a
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specific task is initiated by the resource itself rather than the system. Generally
this results in the task being placed on a common queue or the queue of a
resource, where the resources may elect to commence execution on the task
immediately or at a later point in time. Six pull patterns are divided into two
distinct groups. The first group of patterns specify the different states of the
task when the ‘pull’ request is made. The second group of patterns focus on
the sequence in which the tasks are presented to the resource.
Cabannilas et. al [36] define a Resource assignment language (RAL), that uses
description logic to specify such assignment patterns. It supports specification of all
creation patterns, as RAL is defined at design time. An example of using RAL to
assign task to supervisor is shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: RAL expression [36] for activities of business process in Figure 2.1.
Designing authorization constraints in BPMN has been discussed by Wolter et
al. [37]. They present a formalization and modeling of task-based authorization
constraints in BPMN, like separation of duty, case handling, and history based
allocation. The task authorization constraint c for a set of conflicting tasks Tc ∈ T ,
where T is a set of all tasks of the process, is defined as:
c = (Tc, nu,mth), where nu,mth ∈ N (2.1)
The value nu is the minimal number of users or resources that should be assigned
to task tk ∈ Tc. mth is the threshold value of the sum of task instances a resource
is allocated. A constraint of two tasks t1, t2 to be performed by different resources
will be defined as c1 = ({t1, t2}, 2, 1). Similarly, a constraint of two tasks to be done
by same resource will be defined as c2 = ({t1, t2}, 1, 2).
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2.2 Process Mining
Process mining deals with discovering, checking compliance, and analyzing perfor-
mance of a process by extracting data collected from process execution logs (also
known as event logs) [3]. It is an activity that plays a dominant role during the
monitoring and diagnosis phase of the process life cycle. Process aware information
systems, record events (event log), where an each event refers to an activity in the
process and the event is of a process instance or case. Consider, the event log for the
process modeled in Figure 2.1. The process instances or cases are individual policy
application requests and there is a trace of all events, recorded for each case. An
example of a possible trace is shown in Table 2.1. Typically, events can be stored or
recorded by multiple systems or applications involved in the process. However, the
necessary information that should be captured by each application, is the following:
• Process instance information or a unique way of representing the case or the
instance.
• Activity or the step in the process, the event refers to.
• Timestamp or the start time of the event. In addition, the end timestamp of
the event may be recorded but is not mandatory.
• Resource responsible for executing the task of the process instance.
Additional domain or process specific information can be captured and analyzed.
For example, in the insurance policy application process, the event log can capture
additional information about type of insurance, the policy amount and so on.
There are three core areas where process mining has been used: i) control flow
discovery that aims to construct the sequence of activities executing in the deployed
process. ii) conformance verification to compare the executing process with the
documented process. iii) evaluating the performance of executing process and their
paths. Various algorithms have been developed to discover the process control-flow
[3]. The α-algorithm is a very well known, simple and basic discovery algorithm.
Several algorithms have been developed as detailed by Aalst et al. [3], that are
capable of overcoming the limitations and strict assumptions of the α-algorithm
such as incompleteness of the event log, ability to better handle loops, splits and
noise in the event logs.
2.2.1 Organizational Mining
There are four distinct perspectives of process mining [5]: i) the process perspective,
ii) the case perspective, iii) the time perspective, and iv) the organizational perspec-
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tive . The process perspective focuses on the control flow or the ordering of activi-
ties. The case perspective focuses on the attributes of a process instance. The time
perspective is concerned with timing and bottleneck analysis. The organizational
perspective focuses on the performers of the activities, their roles and capabilities.
The goal is to identify the structure and relationship between the resources. Song et
al. [5], use similarity metrics based on the assumption that resources doing similar
activities are more closely linked than resources doing completely different activi-
ties. They build a resource by activity matrix and use similarity metrics - Hamming
distance, Pearson correlation coefficient to identify related resources. Resource by
Case Activity Name Timestamp Resource Type ..
1 Submit Policy Application 13-Mar-2017 9:10 Alex Vehicle ..
1 Acknowledge Policy Appli-
cation
13-Mar-2017 9:20 Barbara Vehicle
1 Check Location Details 13-Mar-2017 9:35 Carter Vehicle
1 Check Credit History 13-Mar-2017 9:50 Carter Vehicle
1 Verify Underwriting Rules 14-Mar-2017 17:10 Carter Vehicle
1 Calculate Premium 14-Mar-2017 17:10 Dan Vehicle
1 Issue Quotation 14-Mar-2017 17:10 Dan Vehicle
2 Submit Policy Application 13-Mar-2017 9:10 Joe Home ..
2 Acknowledge Policy Appli-
cation
13-Mar-2017 9:45 Barbara Home
2 Check Location Details 13-Mar-2017 9:35 Carter Home
2 Check Credit History 13-Mar-2017 9:40 Frey Home
2 Verify Underwriting Rules 14-Mar-2017 15:10 Frey Home
2 Notify Rejection 14-Mar-2017 17:10 Barbara Home
3 Submit Policy Application 13-Mar-2017 10:10 Min Travel ..
3 Acknowledge Policy Appli-
cation
13-Mar-2017 10:20 Barbara Travel
3 Check Location Details 13-Mar-2017 :35 Carter Travel
3 Check Credit History 13-Mar-2017 9:50 Frey Travel
3 Verify Underwriting Rules 14-Mar-2017 17:10 Carter Travel
3 Calculate Premium 15-Mar-2017 17:10 Dan Travel
3 Issue Quotation 15-Mar-2017 17:10 Dan Travel
4 Submit Policy Application 15-Mar-2017 9:10 Kala Home ..
4 Acknowledge Policy Appli-
cation
15-Mar-2017 9:45 Frey Home
4 Check Location Details 15-Mar-2017 9:35 Carter Home
4 Check Credit History 15-Mar-2017 9:50 Barbara Home
4 Verify Underwriting Rules 15-Mar-2017 17:10 Barbara Home
4 Notify Rejection 15-Mar-2017 17:10 Frey Home
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Table 2.1: Event log [3] of the example business process in Figure 2.1
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activity matrix consists all the resources (people) and the activities of the process.
Each cell has the frequency of a resource performing the activity. Table 2.2 shows
the resource by activity matrix for the event log detailed in Table 2.1. The resulting
organizational model mined by using distance functions such as euclidean distance,
and clustering techniques (detailed in Section 2.8), is shown in Figure 2.5.
Staff assignment mining [38], extracts complex assignment rules based on the
capabilities of a resource and organizational hierarchy using decision tree learning.
Positive and negative samples of data are created as triples:
(x, a, performer(x, a)), where, x ∈ X is an instance of activity, a ∈ A is the
agent, and performer(x, a) is true if agent a has performed activity x, and false
otherwise.
Mining resource patterns using additional information from organizational model
has been presented in [39]. The approach is capable of discovering most of the cre-
ation workflow resource patterns using declarative rule templates. Declarative tem-
plates are defined for resource allocation patterns. Support and confidence metrics,
proposed by association rule mining methods used for declarative process model



















Alex 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Barbara 0 3 0 1 1 1 0 0
Carter 0 0 4 1 2 0 0 0
Dan 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
Frey 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 0
Min 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kala 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Joe 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 2.2: Resource activity matrix [5] based on the event log in Table 2.1
2.2.2 Mining Resource Allocation
Given the process event logs, various methods have been used to identify patterns of
allocation of tasks to specific resources. Much of the earlier work on resource allo-
cation has focused on identifying role based access control (RBAC) models. RBAC
model extraction, deals with identifying the privileges or authorization of resources
on tasks from event logs [41], [42], [43]. Baumgrass et al. [42] parse event logs follow-
ing XES, MXML format. They identify specific tags and derive activities performed
by specific resources. Determining correctness and completeness of roles based on
the RBAC specification, also known as role mining, has been presented in [44], [45].
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Figure 2.5: Roles identified based on resource activity matrix in Table 2.2.
Kumar et al. [46] introduce the notion of dynamically allocating a task to a
resource. The authors define a work allocation metric that can be used to allocate
task to resources based on suitability, availability, conformance and urgency. In this
work the authors do not use event logs but perform simulation based experiments
to emphasize the need for such allocation metrics.
Huang et al. [47] present a reinforcement-learning based resource allocation
mechanism, which considers allocation of task in a process as an interactive problem.
They apply a Q-learning algorithm, which is a reinforcement learning based method
[48]. The method uses the workload and a cost function to provide a set of suitable
work-items for a resource. Given a new work item, the algorithm lists the resources
that are most suited for the work-item. However, this approach is computationally
intensive and may be infeasible for large number of cases being executed.
Cabanillas et al. [49] integrate the problem of resource prioritization into as-
signment and allocation. First, each activity of the process has a resource assign-
ment specification that defines its set of potential performers (in this work Resource
Assignment Language is used). Second, preferences for resource prioritization is for-
mulated using Semantic Ontology of User Preferences (SOUP) [50]. Preferences are
specified for each activity of the process. Examples of preferences are skills or cost.
These could be derived from the history of past executions. A ranking mechanism
is defined that takes a preference and the set of resources to be ranked, as input.
Based on the preference, a partially ordered set of the ranked resources is generated.
Optimal allocation of tasks to resources using constraint programming [51], lin-
ear programming [52], petri-nets [53] and other scheduling methods [9], [54], [55],
[56], have been proposed. While they do not use event logs for analyzing historical
information, they address a common goal of improving task allocation.
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2.2.3 Mining Resource Behavior
Aalst et al. [7] list some of the main problems when modeling resources and simu-
lating a business process:
• People are involved in multiple tasks. Most tools assume that resources work
on a single task or process.
• People do not work at a constant speed. There is a relationship between the
workload and the performance of a person.
• People may work in batches. Most process simulations assume that a person
is always ready to start working on a task.
This work alluded to the need for analyzing resource behavior. Nakatumba et al. [12]
analyzed the influence of workload on service time. The authors define workload as
“the number of activities that have been executed over a particular period”, which
defines ‘how busy’ the resource has been. The service time is the time taken to
process a given task. The authors use event logs to extract the service times and
workload on the resource. A linear regression model is built. The regression model
uses workload as a single predictor of service time. While this model is useful to
compare specific resources and their efficiencies, it is limited as there are several
factors of the process and resource influencing service times. However, this work
was one of early studies that used event logs to characterize resource behavior.
Huang et al. [57] present resource behavior measures for competence, preference,
availability and collaboration. Event logs are used to measure resource behavior:
• Resource preference at a time interval t is effectively, the ratio of the number
of bids by a resource r on an activity a, to the number of bids by all the
resources on the same activity. The preference of a resource may change with
time and hence the measure combines the preference degree computed at time
(t− 1) with the preference degree computed at time t.
• Resource availability is computed by considering the arrival rate of tasks
for a given resource r and the number of completed activities in a given time
interval. Availability of a resource is a boolean function.
• Resource competence is the capability of a resource to complete a task
using lower cost. The cost could be any metric: time or quality (e.g in software
development, defects would be an indication of quality).
• Resource cooperation between two resources Coop(ri, rj) is measured by
considering the conditional probability of a resource ri working on an activity
a1, given resource rj working on another activity a2.
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Kabicher-Fuchs et al.[58] discuss the need for measuring and focusing on work
experience in process aware information systems. Further, they define an experi-
ence breeding meta-model [59]. Their work extends the resource model comprising
of user, roles and tasks with additional concepts: experience, goals and levels. Ex-
perience is gained by performing tasks. There are various levels of experience that
can be gained and help in achieving a goal. The premise of the work is based on the
assumption that, allowing users to define experience breeding goals would motivate
resources and increase their satisfaction. Five patterns of goals are described.
An example of a pattern of experience breeding goal is given as: “BECOME
SPECIALIST at CHECK CREDIT HISTORY until May 2017 ”.
Experience is measured by considering i) count of how often the experience has
been captured ii) duration of experience (how long the experience been captured) iii)
importance of experience (how important was the task) and iv) quality of experience
(what was the quality of the task). The simulation experiments show that resource
allocation using experience breeding measurements improved the quality, duration
of task execution, and the goals of the resources as compared to a round robin
approach of resource allocation.
Kumar et al. [60] highlight the use of cooperation among the resources in-
volved in the process, and develop an allocation algorithm that maximizes team





fitu1,u2,t1,t2 ∗ coopt1,t2 ∗ cweightu1,u2
fitu1,u2,t1,t2 =
1, if resource u1 and u2 perform task t1 and t2 respectively0, otherwise
coopt1,t2 =
1, if cooperation is required between task t1 and t20, otherwise
cweightu1,u2 is compatibility of resources u1 and u2
A technique for computing cweightu1,u2 from the logs is described. The metric is
based on the assumption that, the throughput times of the tasks would be lower
than average if resource u1 and u2 are compatible. The throughput time of the tasks
would be higher than average if the resources are not compatible. The optimal work
allocation that maximizes cooperation is found to perform 20% better that the
heuristic greedy algorithm.
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Resource behavior indicators [13], have been defined by Pika et al. In [61], they
present a framework for analyzing and evaluating resource behavior indicators (RBI)
from event logs. The framework consists of three modules. The first module com-
putes information about the resources along the five categories - skills, utilization,
productivity and collaboration. The behavior indicator measures captured by Pika
et al. are presented:
• Skills: The metrics associated are: i) the distinct activities (indicating dif-
ferent types of tasks) performed by the resource, ii) distinct types of cases
handled, and iii) the number of activities performed in a given time period
• Utilization: i) The number of completed tasks by resource in a given time
period, ii) the number of completed cases in a given time period, iii) the ratio
of the completed cases involving a resource to the total number of completed
cases in the given time period, and iv) the workload of the resource (the
number of tasks in progress, at a given time).
• Preferences: i) The fraction of time, the resource is multitasking, ii) the
number of times in a given time period, the resource worked on a task with
attributes the resource had never worked before, and iii) the number of times
the task done by the resource was completed by another resource.
• Productivity: The productivity indicators include: i) The ratio of the num-
ber of completed tasks by a resource with a given outcome to the total number
of completed tasks by the resource in a given time period, ii) the average task
duration where the resource was involved, iii) the average case duration where
the resource was involved, and iv) the average customer feedback for the cases
completed in a given time period where the resource was involved.
• Collaboration: the indicators are i) the number of completed cases during
a time period involving two resources, ii) the ratio of the number of distinct
resources involved in the cases involving a resource to the total number of
active resources during the given time period, and iii) the number of times the
resource delegated a task to another resource.
The RBI time series is extracted from the event logs and their trend is tracked
over a period of time. These can be used to identify outliers or points where the
RBI values are significantly different from the typical values.
The second module of the framework quantifies the relationship between RBI and
outcomes. The outcomes could be either customer feedback, cost or task duration.
Regression analysis is used to determine the quantitative relationship between the
RBI and the outcome (similar to [12]). The third module of the framework, evaluates
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resource productivity. The framework allows users to define inputs (some of the
relevant RBI), and outputs, for a given resource during a given time slot. An
efficient frontier is identified using the inputs and outputs from an event log, i.e.
evaluate best practice for high productivity of a resource.
The work related to resource behavior is largely related to mining information
from event logs and identifying outlier behaviors. However, using the behavior of
resources to make allocation decisions to improve the efficiency of a process, would
be valuable. In my work, the allocation of task by considering resource behaviors
to maximize the process outcome, has been addressed.
2.3 Predictive Analytics Using Event logs
Predictive analytics based on event logs has primarily focused on two key areas: 1)
predicting the next activity, 2) predicting completion time of the case or a related
measure, i.e. if the case is overtime or not. The former focuses on enabling prediction
of control-flow and the latter focuses on an outcome of the case in terms of the
duration. This section discusses some of the recent work and progress made:
2.3.1 Completion Time Prediction
Early work on cycle time prediction [62], uses non-parametric regression method to
predict remaining cycle time. The independent variables or inputs to the regression
model are, the duration of all activities, the occurrence of activities and case related
data. This approach hence, largely considers the case information. The resources
working on the activity are not considered in this prediction model.
Similar work by, Aalst et al. [63] defines an approach, where the current state of
the process instance is compared with other historical instances by applying various
abstractions on the task sequences in a transition system - i) Maximal Horizon: in
this case, instead of taking the entire prefix of activity sequence 〈A,D,C,B,C,C,E〉
only the last four events 〈B,C,C,E〉, can be considered as input for the next state
calculation, ii) Filter: certain events or activities are filtered while considering
the current state, iii) Sequence: bag or set where the set of activities is consid-
ered without considerations to the frequency or order (e.g set for the sequence is
{A,B,C,D,E}). To predict the completion time, the partial sequence of events
executed so far is used as a state in the transition system to arrive at the entire
sequence. Then the information collected from earlier process instances that visited
the same state is used to predict the completion time. Average completion time
of earlier process instances in a similar state is completion time of the new process
instance.
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Suriadi et al. [64] in their work, enhance or enrich the event logs by converting or
aggregating it to a case log. The case log has the relevant attributes of the case, such
as the activities executed in the case. Additional information is extracted from the
event log such as resource workload. The approach enriches and transforms event
log into a form that allows a root cause analysis to be evaluated as a supervised
classification problem. In their evaluation, the authors learn to classify or predict
process instances that took longer duration than expected.
2.3.2 Next Activity prediction
Schonenberg et al. [65] use historical process logs to recommend activities in flexible
business process. In this early work, the authors propose the ability to define target
functions such as duration of the case, business value of the case and use these
functions to identify similar cases from the history and recommend next best activity.
Lakshmanan et al. [66] use Markov Chains to build a probabilistic process
model (PPM) for each process instance, where the transition probabilities are based
on the semi-structured business process instance it represents. They use Markov
techniques to predict the likelihood of executing next tasks. They compare the
process instance-specific PPM with methods such as conditional probability and
show that instance-specific PPM results in more accurate predictions.
Tax et al. [67] use Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) neural networks to predict
the next activity of a running case and its completion time. Their experiments
show that the LSTM based model outperforms existing baselines on real-life data
sets. They further show that predicting the next activity and its timestamp using a
single model results in higher accuracy than predicting each of these target variables
using separate models. This approach is unable to deal with cases with multiple
occurrences of the same activity, and the model predicts long sequences of the same
activity.
2.3.3 General Predictive Analytics Framework
Maggi et al. [68] propose a framework to predict the outcome of a case (normal vs.
deviant) based on the sequence of activities executed in a given case and the values
of data attributes of the last executed activity in a case. A classifier is trained on
historical cases and predicts the outcome based on cases similar to the current trace
of a running case.
Teinemaa et al. [69] present a framework to predict process outcomes (normal
or deviant) using unstructured textual information present in the communication
logs, or process systems. They use various text processing methods to encode as
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features in addition to the case attributes and train a classifier based on historical
event logs. The model is used to predict process outcomes of new cases.
Leoni et al. [70] present a generic framework for deriving and correlating business
characteristics. The generic framework consists of three key steps: defining the
use case, enriching event logs with relevant information, and making the relevant
analysis. An event log for the process is used and enriched with additional case
related information such as elapsed time of the process, workload of the resource
or any other independent characteristics. A decision tree based approach is used
to predict the dependent variable that can be defined based on the use case. The
authors analyze five examples to evaluate the generic framework: 1) predicting
violations by predicting next activity, 2) predicting outcome which is a quantitative
value, 3) predicting the next activity, 4) predicting faults in process executions, and
5) predicting the performer or resource of an activity. This approach highlights the
key steps for predictive analysis of a business process.
In all the above approaches to predicting completion time or performance out-
comes, the resource characteristics is considered homogeneous i.e. the resource as a
feature has been added in some of the works, but the impact of including the resource
and the characteristics of the resource, on the prediction accuracies of performance
outcomes or completion times has not been evaluated.
2.4 Analyzing Service Systems
Service System as defined by Maglio et al. [71], is an important unit of analysis in
understanding operations of an organization. A Service System (SS) comprises of
resources (that include people, organizations, shared information, technology) and
their interactions that are driven by a business process to create a suitable outcome
to the customer. Hence, much of the work done in the context of service systems is
applicable to any knowledge intensive business process. A formal model of a service
system has been defined by Ramaswamy et al. [72]. Some of the studies related
to analyzing skills of service workers and team organizations for improved service
delivery is discussed in this section.
2.4.1 Staffing and Routing in Service Systems
Initial work on arriving at an optimal staffing of a service system, considers requests
arriving to the system, the associated customer, priority (severity), and required
skills [23]. The combination of customer, priority, and request type determine the
target service time and associated service level percentage attainment. The authors
use a simulation model to optimize the number of agents required in each service
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delivery center, such that the service levels percentages of all customers. The average
service time required to complete a customer request given its complexity and the
skill of the service worker is considered as input. In addition to providing staffing
recommendation, the optimization model can be used to perform what-if analysis.
Another study compares different dispatching policies and their impact on staffing of
teams with varying service system parameters such as service levels and availability
of service workers [73].
Routing work to the relevant teams or service workers has been studied earlier
[74], [75]. Shao et al. [74], evaluate routing of tickets by mining ticket resolution
sequences. A Markov model is developed to statistically capture transfers between
resolver groups or teams, toward efficient ticket resolution. The approach does not
access ticket content. The authors extend their work by using textual information
in the tickets and resolution sequences to capture multiple resolver groups [76].
Agarwal et al. [75] use the textual information present in the problem descriptions
of IT incident tickets to identify relevant teams. The authors use a combination of
classifiers to improve the accuracy of the model predicting the relevant team that
should resolve the ticket. They do not consider routing of tickets to multiple teams.
2.4.2 Team Organization in Service Systems
Given that a service system has knowledge intensive work, the skills of knowledge
workers plays a critical role. Team organization is important as it impacts the
routing of service requests or tasks, and hence the completion time. As described
in their work, Agarwal et al. [77], compare different team organizations to support
requests from different customers (Figure 2.6). There can be three types of teams:
(a) Customer focused (b) Business function focused and (c) Technology focused.
Figure 2.6 shows a relationship among business functions, technologies and teams
for each of the three models. The legend for technology, business and customer in
the figure is as follows: technologies are denoted by colors, the business functions are
denoted by the shape of the boxes and the customers are denoted by the different
patters in the boxes. A customer has systems based on different technologies (Unix,
Windows, Transaction Server, etc.) catering to different business functions (Payroll,
Billing, Marketing, etc.).
• In the Customer focused (CF) model, all service interactions of a customer,
across all business functions are served from single customer dedicated team.
• In the Business focused (BF) model, business functions of multiple customers
are served from the common pool. The resources in a team have the desired
domain knowledge in addition to the required technical skills required to carry
out the tasks.
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• In Technology-focused (TF) model, multiple customers using similar technolo-
gies are grouped into a team which is served by highly skilled people in the
relevant technologies.
The authors model different types of requests and compare three distinct models
in terms of the time it takes to complete a request. They conclude that nature of
work arrivals and skill requirements of customers determine the suitability of team
organization.
Figure 2.6: Organizing teams in a service system to support customers in [77].
Similar study on team organization compares the navigation of a service request
(SR) or a work item through various teams [78]. The authors motivate the problem
by providing a complex SR in IT service systems that requires multiple skills to
resolve the problem. Here, the organization of the teams with different skills would
impose different workflow on the resolution of the SR:
• Decoupled Workflow: When multiple teams work independently on a complex
customer SR, with each team only responsible for partial resolution of the
issue, it imposes a decoupled structure on the SR resolution flow.
• Collaborative Workflow: When the complex SR is handled by experts from
multiple teams, working on the SR simultaneously, it imposes a collaborative
structure on the SR resolution flow (as discussed in [79], [80]).
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• Integrated Workflow: In cases where a team is composed of multiple skill
specializations, the SR may be handled by multiple skills within the same
team. Here one team owns the SR and one or more multi-skilled people work
towards its resolution.
The authors compare the staffing required to support different customers for each of
these workflows when customer request have different service levels. They conclude
that the suitability of the workflow is based on service system parameters such as
arrivals of service requests, service level agreements and the skill requirement of the
service request.
The models for staffing and team organization consider homogeneous efficien-
cies of resources having similar skill or experience. They do not consider resource
behaviors other than availability of a resource. The impact of service time based on
resource behavior is not accounted for during model simulation and evaluation.
2.5 Context-Aware Business Process
One of the core premise of the work presented in this dissertation, is that human
resources are heterogeneous and hence their efficiencies are impacted by specific
resource behaviors that manifest as resource context. This section explores the
state-of-the-art in modeling and specifying business process context. It is followed
by the relevant studies on using context and analyzing performance of process or
process outcomes.
2.5.1 Context-Awareness
Awareness of context has been widely discussed in areas such as mobile computing
and e-commerce. Dey [19] defines context as “any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of entities that are considered relevant to the interaction
between the user and an application, including the user and the application them-
selves”. Bazire et al. [18], create a database of more than 150 definitions of context
picked up from various disciplines such as computer science, philosophy, economy,
business and analyze the definitions using clustering techniques. The authors con-
clude that “context acts like a set of constraints that influence the behavior of a
system (a user or a computer) embedded in a given task”. Kiseleva et al. [81] in-
troduce the notion of implicit and explicit context for predicting user behavior in
e-commerce applications. The web user’s age, gender and other known attributes
are considered as explicit context, while information such as the purchase intent of
the user is not known and is considered to be hidden context.
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Dourish [82] presents two different views of context: representational view and
interactional view. The representational makes the following assumptions:
• Context is information. It is something that can be known (and hence encoded)
• What counts as the context of activities can be defined in advance
• Context is stable. Contextual information does not change from instance to
instance.
• Context and activity are separable. The situation within which the activity
takes place, can be separated from the activity itself.
An alternate interactional view makes the following assumptions:
• Context is a property of the information and is a relational property. Some-
thing may not be contextually relevant to some particular activity.
• Contextual features are defined dynamically.
• Context is property that is relevant to particular settings.
• Context arises out of an activity. It is not there but produced by the activity.
The thesis largely considers the representational view of context. There are
some cases where an interactional view can be relevant. The situation(s) that arises
while performing an activity or task of a business process instance can be considered
from an interactional view point.
2.5.2 Modeling Business Process Context
In BPM, contextual information has been categorized by Rosemann et al. [17].
The authors propose different layers of context: i) immediate context related to
the control flow of the process, ii) internal context that captures information about
the organization iii) external context capturing information beyond the organization,
and iv) environment context that is beyond the organization but effects the business
process.
Context modeling for business process has been introduced and discussed in
[83], [84]. Saidani et al. [83] present the need for context related knowledge (CRK)
at various elements of the meta-model of business process. The notion of context
for a business process is considered to be any information reflecting the changing
circumstances during the execution of the process. They define context as “the
collection of implicit assumptions that is required to activate accurate assignment
in the BP model at the process instance level.” A taxonomy of common contextual
information for a process is defined. The important kinds of context are:
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• Location related context: representing location information. The location of
the resource would impact the ability of the resource to execute a process
instance.
• Time related context: representing features related to time such as hour of
the day, month of the year, and so on. Process instances created at different
times of the day would be assigned to different instances (depending on work
shifts).
• Resource related context: representing all human resource properties. These
are the age, gender, quality of communication, and any resource specific infor-
mation that can be useful for assignment of tasks.
• Organization related context: represents the organizational hierarchy such as
position, role of the resource.
Context is defined using 〈ASPECTS, FACETS,ATTRIBUTES〉. Aspects are the
different elements of the taxonomy (location, time, resource, organization). Aspects
have facets and further attributes.
The authors extend their work by specifying a context meta-model for business
process [16]. The core concepts of the meta-model are:
• Context entity: Context entities are elements of the process such as actor,
task, resource, organizational unit and so on
• Context attribute: Context entity has context attributes which are measurable
and atomic.
• Context relationship: Context relationship connects two context entities
• Context element: Context relationship and context attribute inherit from con-
text element. Context elements are of two types - i) static element is fixed
and does not change with time (gender of the resource, age), while ii) dynamic
element changes with time (such availability of the resource).
• Method of capture: It specifies how the context element is determined or
computed
• Contextual situation: Context situation is determined by the contextual ele-
ment and its associated value.
Further, there are two types of contextual information: contextual information which
is independent of the business domain and the process and contextual information
that is dependent on the business domain or the process. Figure 2.7 shows a par-
tial domain specific context model that focuses on the resources of the example
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business process of Figure 2.1. The contextual attributes of the resources would
include experience, location, certification and so on. For the customer, the location
would be an important contextual attribute. Bessai et al. [85] motivate the need
to dynamically orchestrate task allocation based on resource specific criteria that
includes context: roles of resources, real workloads and resource availabilities. A
framework consisting of a resource repository with all information about resources,
and a centralized resource manager that allocates task based on the information
contained in the repository is proposed.
Figure 2.7: Partial definition of domain specific context model focusing on
resources for example business process in Figure 2.1 based on context model
defined in [16]
2.5.3 Learning from Context and Performance Outcome
Given a context, it would be useful to identify its path of execution. Ghattas et al.
[20] evaluate the impact of specific properties of a process that impact its execution.
Context is termed as information “addressing both the events and conditions in the
environment and the specific properties of cases handled by the process”. Context
C = 〈I,X〉, and I as defined by authors, “is the variable values at the initial state
of the process and X is the set of external events that affect the process instance
at run time”. In our example of insurance policy application process (Figure 2.1),
I is the type of policy (vehicle, home, etc.) or policy amount. X would be the time
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the customer submitted the policy application. The process instances are grouped
as process groups based on process behavioral similarity and context property sim-
ilarity. A five step algorithm identifies the different process context variables that
impact process execution paths:
• Group the process instances into N clusters based on domain knowledge
• Identify the behavioral similarity of the process instances based on process
behavioral similarity. i.e. process path and termination state. Group process
instances having similar process instance behavior.
• Determine the process contextual properties. Build a decision tree, using the
context data as inputs and the process instance groups as dependent variable
• Form context groups by considering all paths of the decision tree. Eliminate or
prune the paths that have process instances with different termination states.
• Merge context groups having the same process instances.
The authors use this approach in a clinical process and evaluate on 297 cases of
patients [22], in order to automatically identify context groups. First similar process
instances are clustered. Then decision tree is applied to predict the cluster labels.
This enables to identify context groups. An example of the context group is 55
< age < 65 AND (General state = Medium or General state = Good) AND Beta
Blockers= Y.
In another study on using historical event logs and context, the paths and the
process context that lead to specific process outcomes are identified [21]. The ap-
proach consists of the following steps:
• Define the goals associated to the process. This is the objective of the process
which can be a weighted combination of soft goals.
• Select past process instances that executed with a similar objective from the
repository or knowledge base of historical executions.
• Cluster process instances with similar paths and similar termination state into
context groups.
• Use a decision tree algorithm, where path and context of a process instance
are the independent variables, while the achieved weighted soft goal scores are
the dependent ones.
• Determine the best performing path and context variable that lead to the
performance outcome.
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• Derive the decision rules from the decision tree and evaluate with the help of
a domain expert .
The approach is evaluated by applying it on the data of 50,000 simulated process
instances of a bottle manufacturing process. The key limitation of the approach,
as discussed by the authors, is the inability to learn from exceptional situations or
new lines of action, as the method relies on similar executions for the decision tree
algorithm to learn from the past.
In this dissertation, historical execution logs are used to extract process out-
comes and context with a focus on resource allocation, as human resources are
crucial drivers of the performance of knowledge intensive business processes.
Reference Analysis Output Info. extracted from logs Allocation
Type R Task Ctx. O (Algorithm)
[5] Discovery Roles 3 3 7 7 7
[38], [39] Discovery Resource assign-
ment rules
3 3 7 7 7
[41], [42],
[43]
Discovery Role based access
controls (RBAC)
3 3 7 7 7







Analysis Task scheduling 7 3 7 3 3 (scheduling and
optimization)








3 3 3 3 7
[60] Enhancement Metric based allo-
cation









7/3 3 7 3 7
[74], [75] Enhancement Team allocation 7 3 7 3 3 (predictive
model for team
identifcation)






7 3 3 3 7
Table 2.3: Review of existing solutions for resource allocation based on in-
formation extracted from event logs where, R (resource attributes), Task (task
attributes), Ctx (contextual attributes), and O (task or process outcome) are
used for analysis
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2.6 Review of process mining for resource alloca-
tion
Table 2.3 presents a review of the approaches studied in section 2.2 to section 2.5.
For each of the methods addressing the analysis phase of the business process life-
cycle, the table indicates (i) the type of analysis that was done, (ii) output of the
analysis, (iii) different information or inputs extracted from the event logs, and (iv)
if purpose of the analysis was resource allocation. The symbol 3 is used to indicate
the type of information or attributes extracted from the event log: R, indicates if
information or attributes of resources was considered in the study, Task, if attributes
of task were used, Ctx.; if contextual information was used in the study, and O; if
the task or process performance was considered in the study. The table further
indicates if the purpose of the approach was task allocation (with a symbol 3).
As shown in Table 2.3, most of the approaches dealing with resource alloca-
tion do not consider contextual information. Further, many resource allocation
approaches do not consider resource specific attributes (and assume all resources of
a given role have similar behavior). There have been limited studies that consider
resource characteristics when allocating task ([60]). The dissertation addresses this
gap by building predictive models that use resource behavior and other contextual
information for task allocation.
2.7 Leveraging Textual Data in BPM
This section presents existing work on using textual or unstructure data from event
logs for process analysis. Existing studies have focused on i) discovering process
models from textual artefacts, and ii) using textual information for predicting pro-
cess performance:
Most organizations maintain documents that detail standard operating proce-
dures describing a business process. During the execution of a process, process
aware information systems provide the ability to document and capture important
information about the execution (such as communication logs, email exchanges).
These form a rich source of knowledge for the modeling and analyzing the process.
With the recent advances in natural language processsing, there have been multiple
studies leveraging textual data in modeling and analysis of business processes.
2.7.1 Textual Data for Process Modeling
Extracting and generating business process models using textual artefacts of an
organization, has been explored. Ghose et al. [86] propose a Rapid Business Process
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Discovery (R-BPD) framework and toolkit that employs text-to-model translation.
The framework uses two types of text-to-model translation:
• Template-based extraction: Templates of commonly occurring textual patterns
are identified by scanning documents in the document repository. An example
of a common pattern is if < condition/event >, then action. In our example
process, the text documentation such as if the credit history is poor then the
application is rejected by the clerk, can be used to extract activity.
• Information extraction based : Natural language processing technique is used
to extact the verb (vp) phrases, noun phrases (np), recognize entities depitcing
roles, people, and locations. Activities, resources and their roles are identified.
A sentence in the process documentation, ‘The customer fills relevant details
and submits the application’ contains two verb phrases : ‘fills relevant details’,
‘submits the application’ and one noun phrase with a role ‘customer’ .
Recent work by Friedrich et al. presents an automated approach of generating
BPMN models from natural language text [87]. A sentence is broken down into
individual constituent phrases and actions are extracted. In each sentence, grammar
relations are analyzed to extract actors, actions and resources. This is followed
by a text level analysis to identify the relationship between sentences. Specific
text markers such as ‘if’, ‘meanwhile’, ‘otherwise’ are detected as they represent
the gateways (conditional, parallel). Actions that are split across sentences are
identified. Textual references are used to detect links between actions. As a last
step, the flow of actions is determined. The procedure tends to produce models that
are 9-15% larger than what is produced by humans. Sinha et al. [88] use multiple
NLP techniques (discussed in section 2.9), to transform text to use case description
and further to BPMN process model.
2.7.2 Textual Data for Process Analysis
Teinemaa et al. [69], use both unstructured text and structured attributes of cases
for predictive business process monitoring. The framework consists of text models
and classifiers. For each possible prefix length of the process, one text model to
encode features and one classifier is trained. Four different methods of encoding
text and extracting textual features is presented. In the reported evaluation, using
textual models, enhances the predictive performance of identifying deviant cases.
There have been several efforts on using unstructured textual information avail-
able in problem tickets raised during IT application or service maintenance (instance
of a service system). There are approaches that use supervised learning to identify
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the right team or service agents for efficient ticket assignment [75], [74], [89]. Au-
tomatic recommendation of resolution for problem ticket based on similar nearest
neighbors has been studied [90]. The underlying approach evaluates semantically
similar (or meaning similar) past problem tickets to recommend appropriate reso-
lution. Automatically analyzing natural language text in network trouble tickets
has been studied by Potharaju et al. [91]. The authors present Netseive, a tool
that infers problem symptoms, troubleshooting activities and resolution actions. A
framework named ReAct has been presented by Aggarwal et al. [92], that helps IT
service agents identify set of actions based on the problem description. The frame-
work uses unstructured text analysis on historical data of incident tickets and guides
the agents to find the next best action. Mani et al. [93] use clustering techniques
and assign salient labels to group similar problem tickets. They use a combination of
latent semantic analysis (LSA, described in 2.9.3) and N-gram extraction to identify
phrases or cluster labels.
In this dissertation, textual information from process logs in used to identify con-
textual information that could impact process performance. This is one of the early
works that analyzes textual information, correlates the information with process
performance to identify situations that impact process performance during process
execution. To date there is no work that uses textual data for discovering context.
2.8 Machine Learning Models
This section details some of the machine learning methods used in my work. There
are several techniques that are available and relevant based on the size and the
characteristics of the data. Only a small subset of the techniques are detailed in the
following sections.
2.8.1 Supervised Learning
Supervised learning problem consists of using the labels or output of a function
from a sample data (training data) and arrive at a hypothesis mapping the inputs
(or features) to the output labels. The assumption is that, if the learnt hypothesis
predicts the values for unseen data (test data), then this hypothesis will be a good
representation of the function [94]. There are several supervised learning methods
such as support vector machine, linear regression, logistic regression, neural networks
and decision trees. Methods such as decision trees are suitable to data containing
heterogeneous inputs, i.e. data containing continuous values, discrete or binary
values.
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Decision trees
Decision trees are commonly used in multi-class classification. While the perfor-
mance of decision trees is often lower than some of the other widely used supervised
learning methods such as support vector machines and neural network based clas-
sifiers, decision trees are typically fast to train and easy to interpret. Decision
tree partitions the space at every node based on a conditional check of the form
||X − a0|| < a, where X is a feature vector, a0 a fixed vector, and a is a fixed posi-
tive real number. Decision trees can also be generalized to branching factors greater
than two, but binary trees are most commonly used. To predict the label of any
point x ∈ X, the tree is traversed, starting at the root node and going down the
tree until a leaf is reached, by evaluating the condition at every node and moving to
the right child of a node when the condition is true, and to the left child otherwise.





Figure 2.8: Binary decision tree with numerical conditions at each node as
described in [94]
Classification and regression trees
Classification and Regression Tree (CART) can be used for both regression (predict-
ing a continuous value) and classification (class labels). CART is a binary decision
tree constructed by partitioning the data set at each node, using all predictor vari-
ables (xi ∈ X) and creating two child nodes repeatedly. Different impurity measures
are used to decide the predictor variable at each node (misclassification, entropy,
Gini index), such that the node impurity is maximally decreased [95]. For any node
n, class l ∈ [1, k], and pl(n) denoting the number of data points at node n having
the class label l, the Gini index is given as:
∑k
l=1 pl(n)(1− pl(n))
Chi-square automatic interaction detection
Chi-square automatic interaction detection (CHAID) is based on the chi-square test
association and adjusted significance testing [96]. CHAID tree is built by partition-
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ing the data into two or more child nodes. For any node n, class l ∈ [1, k], and the
pairs of predictor or feature values (xi = {a1, a2}|xi ∈ X), are merged if Bonferroni
test ( a test suitable when multiple comparisons are required), fails to reject the null
hypothesis with a high p-value. CHAID uses multiple splits at each node. CHAID
decision tree classifier only accepts nominal or ordinal categorical predictors. When
predictors are continuous, they are transformed into ordinal predictors before using
the method.
C4.5 Tree
In C4.5 algorithm, at each node of the tree, the splitting criterion is the normalized
information gain (difference in entropy). The predictor or feature with the highest
normalized information gain is used to make the decision. The tree is pruned by
decreasing the size and reducing the estimated error rate [97]. Unlike CART, which
is a binary decision tree and the split at each node is binary, C4.5 can have two or
more splits at each node. CART uses the Gini index for the splits at each node,













Figure 2.9: k-nearest neighbor based classification with k=5 as described in [98]
K-nearest neighbor classification
The nearest neighbor methods are called memory based methods or lazy learning
methods. Given a training set of m labeled data points, a nearest-neighbor method
decides that a data point in X, belongs to the same class as its closest neighbors in
the training set. A k-nearest-neighbor [98] method assigns data point X, to that class
to which the plurality (or majority vote) of its k closest neighbors in the training set
belong. Relatively large values of k reduce a noisy classification. But large values of
k also reduce the boundary between different classes. The distance metric used in
nearest-neighbor methods can be simple Euclidean distance for numerical values of
X. Euclidean distance between two values (x11, x12, . . . , x1n) and (x21, x22, . . . , x2n) is√∑n
j=1 (x1,j − x2,j)
2 For discrete variables, (e.g. text classification), other metrics
such as the Hamming distance is used. An example of a nearest-neighbor decision
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problem is shown in Figure 2.9. The class of a training data point is indicated by
the number next to it. In this case, the class label of 1 is assigned to the test data
point due to the majority of the neighbors.
2.8.2 Unsupervised Learning
In unsupervised learning, the training data does not contain the function values
or labels. The problem typically, is to partition the training set in an appropriate
manner and make predictions of all unseen data.
Clustering
Clustering partitions or groups similar or homogeneous items. Clustering is per-
formed to analyze very large data sets and is used to identify intrinsic grouping in
an unlabeled dataset. There are different types of clustering algorithms: i) Hard
or exclusive clustering ii) Overlapping clustering iii) Hierarchical clustering and iv)
Probabilistic clustering
K-means
K-means is the simplest and one of the widely used hard clustering algorithms [99].
In this method, a certain (k) number of clusters are predefined. Each cluster has
a centroid. First, the centroids are chosen for each cluster. The second step is to
find the nearest center for each point and assign it to that cluster. When all the
points have been assigned clusters, the position of the k centroids is re-calculated as
center of all points in the cluster. After the k new centroids are chosen, second step
of assigning clusters to all data points restarts the clustering process. The process
continues till the centroids do not move. K-means uses Euclidean distance measure
and makes a hard allocation of each point to one cluster. This can often lead to poor
solutions. Another key requirement of k-means is the need to specify the number of
clusters (k).
Hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical clustering creates a hierarchy of clusters and does not require the num-
ber of clusters as input [100]. There are two approaches to hierarchical clustering: 1)
Agglomerative clustering, ii) Divisive clustering. In agglomerative clustering, each
element is a single cluster at the beginning. At every iteration, the approach merges
nearest clusters. The iterations end when all clusters are merged into a single clus-
ter. The resulting tree is called a dendrogram. The tree can be cut at any level to
produce different clusters as shown in Figure 2.10. The cut is the maximum distance
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allowed to merge clusters. Data points with a distance lower than the cut distance
are considered as grouped together. In the figure, the cut at distance d1 results in
the clusters {1, 2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8, 9, 10}, while a cut at distance d2 results
in clusters {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}. Divisive clustering adopts an opposite ap-
proach: initially, there is one single cluster and every iteration splits the cluster till
each point becomes a singleton cluster. The resulting tree is again a dendrogram.
There are two types of clustering methods. The Single Linkage approach, merges
two clusters by considering the minimum distance between the points in clusters to
be merged. The Complete Linkage approach, two clusters are merged by considering
the maximum distance between the points in the clusters. Complete linkage clus-
tering results in more compact clusters as the merge criterion considers all points in
the cluster.





Figure 2.10: Dendrogram of hierarchical clustering
Affinity propagation
Affinity propagation identifies a set of ‘exemplars’ and forms clusters around these
exemplars [101]. An exemplar is a data point that represents itself and some other
data points. The input to the algorithm is pair-wise similarities of data points. Given
the similarity matrix, affinity propagation starts by considering all data points as
exemplars and runs through multiple iterations to maximize the similarity between
the exemplar and their member data points. In each iteration, two kinds of messages
are passed between the data points. These two messages, as defined in [101] are:
• Responsibility r(i, j), is the accumulated evidence for how well-suited point
j is to serve as the exemplar for point i, taking into account other potential
exemplars for point i. Hence, it is a message sent from cluster members to
candidate exemplars, indicating how well-suited the data point would be as a
member of the candidate exemplar’s cluster.
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• Availability a(i, j) is the accumulated evidence for how well-suited it would
be for point i to choose point j as its exemplar. Availability messages are
sent from candidate exemplars to potential cluster members, indicating how
appropriate that point would be as an exemplar.
The iterations are performed until either the cluster boundaries remain same, or
after some predetermined number of iterations. The exemplars and their members
are the final clusters.
2.8.3 Recommender systems
Recommender systems (RSs) are methods that provide users suggestions on suit-
ability of items and are widely used in web based applications [102], [103]. Items
are a generalization of products, news, music and so on. Recommenders are used to
suggest users who lack experience in making choices from a wide variety of alterna-
tives. RS are based on a simple premise that similar users make similar choices and
rely on the recommendation of their peers.
Content based recommenders
Content based methods analyze the content or a set of documents and descriptions
rated by the user to build the profile of the user. The information in the content is
parsed and used to recommend similar items.
Collaborative filtering based recommender system
Collaborative Filtering (CF) is widely used in e-commerce applications to produce
personalized recommendations for users [103]. Functionally, CF builds a database
of preferences or ratings done by distinct users on specific items. As indicated by
Sarwar et al. [104], given a list of m users U = {u1, u2 . . . um} and a list of n items
I = {i1, i2, . . . , in}, each user ui has a list of items Iui, which are already rated. Here,
rating is a specific range of real numbers (or a totally ordered set). A CF algorithm
predicts rating or preference of an item for a user. This predicted value is within
the same scale as the rating values provided by user. There are multiple approaches
to predicting ratings using collaborative filtering: i) neighborhood based methods
ii) model based methods.
User based neighborhood method, locates other users with similar profiles to
that of the user for which the recommendations need to be provided (or the active
user). These similar users are commonly referred to as ‘neighbors’. Two users are
similar if they have rated items in a similar manner. The rating rui of user u on
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item i considers the k nearest neighbors Ni(u) of user u, who have rated the item i
The similarity weight wuv between the active user u and neighbor v, is defined by
a similarity measure (e.g., Pearson correlation coefficient). The predicted rating as





Item based neighborhood method, predicts the rating of an active user u for
an item i, based on the ratings of u on items similar to i or Nu(i). Two items are





Model based methods: Here, a predictive model is trained based on the data of
the users, items and ratings. The model is used to predict the ratings of the users
on new items. There are multiple methods such as use of Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier [106], Singular Value Decomposition that reduces the dimentional-
ity of the user-item matrix [107].
2.8.4 Evaluation measures
The performance of the classifier such as decision tree is based on an error matrix
or a confusion matrix as shown in Figure 2.11. The following are the entries in the
confusion matrix:
• True positive (tp): Data points that have been correctly classified as true labels
• False positive (fp): Data points that have been classified true but are false
(also known as type-1 error).
• False negative (fn): Data points that have been classified as false and are true
(also known as type-2 error).
• True negative (tn): Data points that have been correctly classified as false
labels
Commonly used evaluation measures are detailed [108]:
Precision: is the fraction of predicted true classes that are correct.
tp
tp+ fp
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Accuracy : is the fraction of correctly classified instances.
tp+ tn
tp+ fp+ tn+ fn
F-measure: combines precision and recall.
β ∗ precision ∗ recall
percision+ recall
Figure 2.11: Confusion matrix of a binary classifier
Cross validation
The evaluation measures of a classifier needs to be verified on a set of unseen data
points. Cross-validation [109], partitions the data into subsets. The enables training
of the model on one subset (called the training set), and the validation of the model
on the other subset (called testing set). To address variability in the data, the
partitioning and evaluation is done multiple times. The two types of cross validation
used in this work are:
• Holdout method: the data set is randomly partitioned into two sets d0 and
d1. The model is trained using one set, d0 and tested on the other subset d1.
Multiple such partitions are made and the evaluation metrics are averaged.
• k-fold cross validation: the data set is first partitioned into k subsamples of
equal size. The training and testing is performed k times. In each iteration,
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k− 1 subsamples are used to train the model (training set) and the remaining
subsample is used to validate the model. All subsamples are used for testing
over k iterations. The k evaluation metrics are averaged.
2.9 Natural Language Processing
This section briefly describes some relevant natural language processing (NLP)
methods that are commonly used and have been applied in this work when mining
contextual dimensions from textual data.
2.9.1 Text analysis tasks
A text analysis pipeline consists of a set of tasks that are carried out on textual
documents [110]. Some of the tasks, have become standard procedures with several
NLP libraries supporting these tasksb, c:
• Sentence segmentation: It is a preliminary step to detect the sentence bound-
aries and divide the document or text into sentences. This becomes a non-
trivial operation due to the presence of punctuation marks that can be used
to indicate a period or abbreviation.
• Tokenization: A sentence is broken down into a set of tokens as unique words.
Identifying tokens is challenging when there are hyphenation and compound
words. Tokenization is language specific.
• Parts of Speech Tagging (POS Tagging): The tokens of a sentence are marked
with their relevant parts of the speech (POS), based on the word and its
relationship with other words in the sentence. The tagging links words to
relevant POS - noun, verb, adverb, adjective, conjunctions and punctuations.
• Stemming and Lemmatization: The objective of stemming and lemmatization
is to derive the word’s base form as documents use different different forms of a
word (e.g - allocate, allocation, allocating). Stemming is a rule based method
that truncates the ends of the words. Lemmatization analyzes the words and
derives the base dictionary form. (For the word ‘see’ and ‘saw’, stemming may
return ‘s’ while lemmatization would return the lemma ‘see’ in both cases).
• Stop word removal: Very frequent words can be of little value when processing
text as they are likely to appear in all the documents being processed and
bhttp://www.nltk.org/
chttps://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
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contain very little information. These are called stop words. They are filtered
from the documents
• Anaphora resolution: This step resolves references of pronouns such as (‘it’,
‘she’, ‘they’) to the relevant items in the document. The items are usually,
nouns mentioned in the earlier sentences.
2.9.2 Vector Space Model
“The representation of a set of documents as vectors in a common vector space is
known as the vector space model” [100]. The model does not consider the ordering
of words. Hence, each document di = {wi1, wi,2, . . . , wi,n}, where wij is the weight
of the term j in the document i. The weight of the term is computed using a
commonly defined tf-idf weight. Term frequency (tf) is the number of times the
term occurs in the document. When the weights in the vector are represented by
the term frequency, it is usually referred to as bag of words model. Inverse document




N is the total number of documents and dft is the number of documents containing
the term t. A high idft would indicate a rare term. In the vector space model, the
weight of a term is computed as tf ∗ idf . The document converted to vectors, are
used for information retrieval, clustering and classification tasks.
2.9.3 Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
LSA is a technique for extracting and inferring relations by considering co-occurrence
of words in a document or passage [111], [112]. As a first step, the text is represented
as a matrix in which each row stands for a term and each column stands for document
(term-document matrix). The cell contains the frequency of the term (row), in
the document (column). Weighing mechanism such as tf-idf are applied. As a
next step LSA applies singular value decomposition (SVD) to the matrix [107]. In
SVD, a rectangular matrix is decomposed into the product of three matrices.Hence,
X = UΣV T , where X is the term-document matrix. Σ is an diagonal matrix. The
dimensionality can be reduced by deleting the coefficients of the diagonal matrix.
Techniques such as clustering can be applied on the reduced dimensionality matrix.
2.9.4 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
In LDA, each document is viewed to cover various topics [113], [114]. LDA assigns
a set of topics to each document. The underlying assumption of LDA is that the
topic distribution is assumed to have a sparse Dirichlet prior. The sparse Dirichlet
prior causes the documents to cover only a small set of topics and topics containing
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only a small set of frequently used words. LDA is widely used to identify the topics
covered by documents and group documents based on the topics.
2.10 Chapter Summary
The intention of this chapter was to introduce the work related to modeling and
analysis of resources in business process, at various phases of the process lifecycle.
Section 2.1 introduced modeling of resources and specification of resource assignment
rules. These activities are carried out during the design phase of the process life
cycle. Once the process is implemented and executed during the implementation
phase, information of the process is collected and stored in the event logs during
the monitoring phase. Next, section 2.2, focuses on the diagnostics or analysis
phase of the process life cycle, where the event logs are mined. Specific aspects
of the process are discovered, such as the organizational structure of the executing
process, the task allocation rules implemented in the process, and the behavior of
the resources executing the tasks. The next three sections focus on the predictive
analytics. Frameworks and approaches for predicting completion time and next
activity is discussed (section 2.3). The information available in the logs in used
to evaluate bottlenecks and predict process outcomes. Here, some of the work
on analyzing service systems to improve routing, staffing and team organization
decisions is presented (section 2.4). In section 2.5, we introduce the work done
in designing and analyzing business process context and its impact on the process
outcome, which is inline with some of the core work presented in this dissertation.
A review of existing solutions for resource allocation is presented in section 2.6.
Methods that analyze both the structured and unstructured (text) data extracted
from the execution logs are covered in section 2.7. The last two sections aim to
present relevant machine learning models and natural language processing used in
the dissertation (section 2.8, section 2.9).
Chapter 3
Research Methodology
This chapter summarizes the research methodology by discussing the research ques-
tions and describing the research approach. Data collected from multiple process
execution logs used in this dissertation is presented. The analysis done on the data
to process or filter and use it in the experiments is discussed. Detailed description of
the problem, evaluation of the data and experimentation is presented in individual
chapters.
3.1 Research Questions
The goal of the dissertation is to use data from existing process event logs and
improve task allocation decisions:
The main research question “How to model, extract and analyze contextual infor-
mation of a business process in order to improve task allocation and realize process
outcomes or goals?”, is broken down into four specific research questions:
Research Question 1: How does resource efficiency vary with case attributes,
resource behavior (that manifests as context), further impacting task allocation?
It is important to understand variance in resource efficiency with resource behavior
such as competence, preference, skills and workload. The variance in resource effi-
ciency may cause a failure in meeting the process outcome. For example, when a
less important task is given to a highly experienced resource, the resource efficiency
may not improve as one would expect because the resource may not prefer to work
on less important task. Here, importance of task is a case (or process instance) at-
tribute, resource preference is a resource behavior. Another example of variance in
resource efficiency could be with the time of the day. Resources working at different
times and working shifts may have different efficiency. The interplay of resource
behavior, case attributes, contextual factors (time of the day), and their impact on
efficiency is important for an effective task allocation. As a first step, event logs are
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used to extract resource efficiency, case attributes and resource behavior. Statistical
tests are used to validate significance of variance in the efficiency of resources based
on case attributes and resource behavior. Data from three teams is collected and
variance in the efficiency based on multiple case attributes and context is validated.
Different resource efficiencies are used as input to a simulation model representa-
tive of the business process. The simulation model is used to evaluate the impact
of context and resource behavior on resource efficiency and performance outcomes.
This research question and the solution are detailed in Chapter 4.
Research Question 2: How do we support task allocation based on process context,
for pull based dispatching scenarios?
The objective of answering this question, is to use the knowledge of variance in re-
source eciency when recommending tasks to resources. In a pull based dispatching
system [35] (Figure 3.1), resources are made aware of the tasks in the system that
are placed on a priority queue, prioritized by case attributes such as time of creation
of task, urgency or importance. Each individual resource selects a set of tasks from
the queue. Choosing the right set of tasks to execute and meet the performance
goal, is a knowledge that resources gain through experience. A wrong judgement,
could lead to re-work, delays or a risk of not meeting the performance goal. By eval-
uating attributes of the case, resource and the context based on past execution logs,
an eective recommendation can be made, to enable resources select the right task
and execute. Event logs are used to identify resource behavior (context), resource
and task. The case attributes and outcomes are extracted from the logs. All the
information extracted from the event logs is used to build a system that recommends
and ranks tasks suitable to each resource. The research question and the solution





Figure 3.1: Pull based dispatching for task allocation
Research Question 3: How do we learn task allocation rules based on process
context, for push based dispatching scenarios?
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The third goal is to derive dispatching policies and assist the dispatcher of tasks (hu-
man or system), in a push based dispatching system (Figure 3.2). In a push based
dispatching system, a central dispatcher takes the decision of identifying the right
resource for the task [35]. The objective is to effectively allocate task considering
context, case, and resource attributes. By using event logs, case attributes, resource
attributes, and resource context are extracted and a machine learning model is built.
The approach explored in this dissertation, is useful in scenarios where the historical
data for each individual resource is sparse or unavailable (personalized recommenda-
tions is not possible), and resources change often. In such scenario, resources can be
characterized by certain resource attributes and policies can be (machine) learnt for






Figure 3.2: Push based dispatching for task allocation
Research Question 4: How do we identify useful contextual information from
process data?
The final goal is to explore the possibility of extracting contextual information from
process data. The notion of implicit context is introduced. Implicit concept refers
to external situations that are not specified by domain experts, and need to be
discovered. Textual logs, captured by resources during the execution of task can
be a source of information, containing various situations that occur during process
execution. Some of the information recorded may be standard procedures that are
specific to the task execution, while others may represent external factors influencing
the process or task outcomes. One such example could be that, the completion of a
task requires more details from the customer and not having sufficient detail could
lead to waiting for inputs or poor quality of task. Identifying these situations or
process context, impacting performance outcome, would be useful in triggering a
process enhancement. In the example stated, providing well defined templates to
describe the task prior to the execution of task could be a possible improvement. An
approach to identify context and its impact on process outcomes would be useful.
This research problem is explored and the solution is described in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.3: Conceptual connection of research questions
Figure 3.3 conceptual connections between the research questions. Each box
represents the research question, and the corresponding chapter that addresses the
research question. The purpose of RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 is to analyze events logs
and improve existing resource allocation decisions. Hence these reflect enhancement
of the existing process. RQ1, validates the hypothesis of variance in resource ef-
ficiency with case and contextual factors. RQ2 and RQ3 answer the questions on
using contextual factors to improve resource allocation decisions. RQ4 results in
a discovery method with an objective of using an event log to extract knowledge
having no a-priori information.
3.2 Research Approach
The dissertation makes use of a quantitative research approach [115]. Quantitative
research approach is best suited as research questions being addressed call for (a)
evaluating factors that influence resource efficiency, (b) understanding if contextual
factors improve prediction of resource allocation decisions, and (c) analyzing the
improvement gained by using contextual factors or resource behavior.
To address the first research question, data from three teams involved in sup-
porting problems that occur in operating systems, is collected for a period of three
weeks. Case specific factors, resource context (or behavior such as expertise), and
resource efficiency are extracted from the logs. Statistical tests, to evaluate the vari-
ance in efficiency of resources under the influence of different contextual and case
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related factors, are conducted.
The second question is addressed by modeling contextual factors and building a
prediction model suitable for pull based dispatching. A context-aware recommender
system is used as a prediction model, as it considers context in addition to resources
and tasks. Resource efficiency is defined as the target variable or the dependent
variable. Contextual and task specific factors are used as independent variables.
The approach and model predictions are evaluated on two real-life process event
logs by extracting relevant contextual factors and resource efficiency. Resource effi-
ciency is predicted with and without context and the improvements gained by using
contextual factors are evaluated.
To address the third research question, two prediction models are evaluated: i)
decision tree and ii) K-nearest neighbor. Both the models are trained with contex-
tual factors and case attributes as input features. The process completion time is
considered as the dependent or target variable. Evaluation is done on a synthetic
data set to identify contextual factors impacting the completion time. Measures
of importance of contextual variables provided by decision tree model, is used to
identify the influence of context on the process completion time (or the process
performance).
The final research question is tackled by using natural language processing on
unstructured logs that are recorded by resources when working on tasks. In this
work, unsupervised machine learning method is used to group textual messages.
Groups or clusters of textual data are correlated to the process performance or pro-
cess completion time. Clusters with significant variance in completion time indicate
underlying common characteristics leading to better or poor completion time. The
textual information in the clusters can be manually verified to identify contextual
situation. This is a first step in exploring use of textual logs of real-life process, to
extract contextual factors.
3.3 Data Collection
The dissertation uses multiple process event logs extracted from real-life processes
to address the research questions. The use of multiple event logs further justifies
the influence of context in different processes, and confirms the generalizability of
answers to the research questions. In Chapter 4, the first research question (RQ1), is
addressed by using data collected from 60 users working in three teams resolving IT
service incidents. The data collection for a period of 3 weeks, used the organization’s
proprietary tool. The tool enabled a user to log the time stamp when starting and
completing each task. In addition, the expertise of the resource and the type of task
was recorded. Each type of task was associated to a specific complexity and priority
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(or urgency). For example ‘updating antivirus on a server’ is a complex task, while
‘creating user account’ is a simple task (see Table 3.1). The IT service incident
priority, complexity is a case attribute, the expertise is the resource behavior or
context of the resource solving the incident. The mapping of a task to the complexity
of a task was provided by the IT service experts.
User Task De-
scription
Complexity Priority User Ex-
pertise




















Table 3.1: Data collected from users to evaluate variance in resource efficiency
with resource behavior and task attributes
Data from two real-life processes [116], [117], were processed and evaluated to
address research questions RQ2 and RQ3 in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
A sample of the process event log of the financial institute is shown in Table 3.2.
The log contains activities related to a loan application process. For each loan ap-
plication or case, the loan amount, the activity, the resource performing the activity,
status of the activity and the time stamp is recorded. Hence, the data contains infor-
mation about the case (loan amount), the resource working on a task, and the time
spent by the resource on the task. Previous work has analyzed the log to discover
the control-flow and the time spent by the resource on tasks (resource efficiency)
[118]. The data enables extraction of case context, resource behavior and resource
efficiency. Hence, in this dissertation, the event log was used to extract contextual
information, resource efficiency to address RQ2 and RQ3.
Table 3.3 refers to the sample of another real-life process event log capturing
IT management process of software systema. Each case represents a service request
raised for a product. The resource, is the owner responsible for working on the
service request. Each owner belongs to a team and organization. The status and
the sub-sratus represent the states of the service request. The request can be i)
‘Queued’, when waiting for a owner to start working, ii) ‘Accepted’, when an owner
is working on the request and iii) ‘Completed’, when the service request has been
resolved. Hence, the log contains information about resources working on the tasks,
their organizational roles and the time spent by the resources on the task (difference
in the time stamp between the ‘Complete‘ and ‘Queued’ status of a service request).
ahttp://www.win.tue.nl/bpi/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=2013:vinst_data_set.pdf
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The event log can be used to extract case, context and resource efficiency. Hence it





Activity Name Resource Status Time stamp












Table 3.2: Financial institute process log containing case, task and resource
information
SRNumber Time Status Sub Status Organization Team Impact Product Owner
1-364285768 2010-03-31
16:00:56





Org line A2 V5 3rd Medium PROD582 Frederic
1-364285768 2010-04-06
15:44:07





























Org line A2 V5 3rd Medium PROD582 Eric
1-364285768 2010-04-20
10:07:11






Org line C G76 Medium PROD383 Siebel
1-740847897 2012-05-04
22:13:09
Accepted In Progress Org line C G76 Medium PROD383 Michael
1-740847897 2012-05-04
22:15:22
Completed Resolved Org line C G76 Medium PROD383 Michael
1-740847897 2012-05-12
00:12:38
Completed Closed Org line C G76 Medium PROD383 Siebel
Table 3.3: IT incident log containing case, resource organization and resource
information
Finally, to answer RQ4, a real life textual log of an IT application maintenance
process was used where users logged comments. The data for a period of three
months was used. For each case, textual logs were extracted and collated from
all the tasks of the case. Table 3.4 illustrates few example of comments made by
resources. Details of the process, the characteristics of the textual logs are described
in Chapter 7.
3.4 Data Analysis
This section covers the processing of data extracted and analyzed from the event
logs. The goal of data analysis was to remove incomplete information and noise that
could lead to erroneous inputs to the prediction models:
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No. Communication log of the problem tickets recorded by knowledge workers
1 emailed user. waiting for user to get back to me.
emailed user. looking for response.
User confirmed that the issue is not replicated. Hence closing the incident.
2 Left a voicemail for customer at the number provided in this ticket.
Requested he call option (one) for further assistance.
Validated userid in the portal, made in Synch . Manually made in SYNC with
that of GUI.
Call made both on office phone and cell. Voice sent on cell and office phone
is not reachable.
2nd call made to the customer. No response.. 3rd call made to the customer.
No response. Call closed due to no prior response from the customer.
3 Peformed netmeeting with user and there are no authorization issues.
user is able to run the reports. Training issue.
4 called, Attributes corrected & mail send to user
5 Received confirmation from user, closing the incident.
Table 3.4: Unstructured textual information captured during IT application
maintenance process
• Outliers in task completion time: The time taken by a resource to complete
the task can be computed from the event log by considering the time stamp
and status of the task. In each of these logs, certain log entries have very low or
very high completion times. First, a logarithmic transformation was applied on
the completion time. As the completion times follow a lognormal distribution,
this transformation helps in visualizing the completion time using box plot.
Outliers were identified using the graphical technique of inspecting the box
plot. The mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) was computed. The completion
times (ct) considered for analysis are: min(µ−3σ, 2) ≤ ct ≤ (µ+3σ). Very low
completion times (2 minutes), were filtered as tasks with such low completion
times would not be representative of a knowledge based task. Similarly, tasks
with high completion time were filtered.
• Missing information: Event log can be incomplete. The financial institute
loan application event log contained several events with missing resource in-
formation. Such events were filtered. Cases or tasks that were incomplete i.e.
did not have a status indicating completion were filtered. As existing logs were
used, missing information could not be rectified and hence, were filtered.
• Multi-user tasks: In the IT incident management log [117], certain service re-
quests were handled by multiple users as show in first ten rows in Table 3.3. As
these tasks have no additional information, it is not possible to identify number
of resources required to work on multi-user tasks. Further, the computation
of time spent by each resource on the task would not be accurate as the status
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updates in these tasks with multiple users has variations. Predicting number
of resources required or the time spent by the resource is a challenge. Hence,
in the prediction models, only tasks accepted and completed by a single user
was considered. Data related to multi-user tasks was used to compute resource
behavior metrics such as preference and utilization. However, the models were
built to predict completion time of tasks completed by a single user.
• Automated tasks: In all the event logs, certain tasks are performed by the
system. For example Table 3.3 has ‘Siebel’ as a resource representing a software
application. Similarly, the financial institute loan application event log has
several tasks performed by the banking system. These events were filtered
during the data analysis and processing phase. The prediction models were
trained and tested by considering tasks done by human resources.
3.5 Limitations of the Method
In this dissertation, existing event logs were used. These logs were extracted from
process aware information systems that had been implemented and were executing
the process. Hence, missing or additional information could not be corrected or
collected. In addition, there was no access to experts or process owners. The domain
information was limited to available documentation of the processes. Additional
domain information or expert feedback could not be used in the study. Generic
factors and available domain factors were used in modeling context and other case
attributes. Hence, the predictive model results present a comparative study of
improvement gained in resource allocation with or without using contextual factors.
Addition of domain knowledge and features could lead to further improvements in
the performance of the models.
Chapter 4
Data-driven Task Allocation and
Staffing
Existing body of work has explored the influence of resource efficiency on the
cost and performance of a process [8], [23],[47]. Further, there have been studies an-
alyzing resource behavior and their influence on resource efficiency [12], [61], [60].
While the need to consider resource behavior for task allocation has been recognized
[60], limited attention has been paid to analyze the behavior of resources and its im-
pact on task allocation. This chapter presents an approach of analyzing the variance
in efficiency of resources based on multiple factors that include case attributes and
resource behavior. The variance in efficiency of resources is used as input to a simu-
lation model to determine the staffing required to meet the process performance. The
output staffing solution without considering resource behavior is compared with the
staffing solution that considers resource behavior, to answer the research question.
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4.1 Introduction
A key characteristic of Knowledge Intensive Business Services (KIBS) [119] is its
reliance on knowledge of workers, for delivering services to customers. “KIBS serve
as service providers for knowledge intensive business processes (KIBP)”[120]. Hence,
KIBS serve KIBP [121] of multiple customers. The quality and cost of the service
delivered depends on the expertise of the workers involved. In IT infrastructure
management services (a specific class of KIBS), there are several processes defined
to ensure smooth operation and management of the customer’s infrastructure. For
example, the incident management process consists of activities to quickly restore
normal service operations in the event of failure. Apart from being process intensive,
the operations tend to be resource intensive as well. Hence, it is important to
evaluate the efficiency of resources, allocate tasks to relevant resources and optimally
staff the teams delivering services.
The focus, in this dissertation is on an IT Incident Management Process where
the failures or events are reported by customers as Service Requests (SR). The service
organization managing the processes is the service provider, and has a team of service
workers (SW) who deliver the services. The time taken (completion time) to restore
the service or resolve a SR is a critical performance metric, and hence is closely
monitored within the IT management process. Typically the contracts specify a
minimal percentage of SR (i.e X%) in a month that must be resolved within a target
completion time (i.e. Y hrs). On a breach of the terms in the contract, the provider
is liable to pay penalties. Hence keeping completion times within contractual target
times is the most critical performance metric of this incident management process.
Several factors affect completion times in an IT incident management system. The
completion time of a SR depends on the (a) queue waiting time in the system and
(b) the service time of the worker (time required to complete a single unit of work).
The queue waiting time in turn depends on the amount of work that exists in the
system and the resources available for doing that work. In case of an under-staffed
system, all workers are busy and the queue waiting times are higher. This leads to
overall higher completion times. The service time of the worker on the other hand
is independent of the amount of work in the system, and depends on factors such
as the worker expertise and the type of request. The focus in this study, is on the
factors impacting the service time of the worker and their impact on the optimal
staffing of the service system.
The service time of a worker is known to depend on the expertise of a worker
gained through experience [122], [123]. Prior studies also indicate that the service
times vary with work complexity. Complex work requires more time than simple
work [124]. The priority of the work plays a key role as the target completion times
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varies with the priority of work. A high priority SR has lower target completion
times. In this dissertation, additionally the service time of the workers, is analyzed
in the context of the three factors: i.e., on (a) complexity of work (b) the minimum
expertise level of the worker required for a work and (c) importance or priority of
the work. It is observed that, while experts have lower service time than novices for
complex work and important work, they tend to have the same efficiency as novices
for less important work. The insights gained, are used to make informed skill-based
staffing decisions within the incident management process. A simulation model is
built to account for the behavior of experts and novices for varying work complexity
and priority. A search based optimizer uses the simulation model to arrive at an
optimal staffing.
This dissertation demonstrates that data-driven techniques similar to the work
presented here, can be useful in identifying policies governing the optimal matching
of service worker to service requests. It further illustrates that the efficiencies of
service workers or human resources in any process, depends on multiple factors that
go beyond the role or availability of the workers.
The intent here is not to suggest that the specific findings about the correlation
between service worker and request profiles should work in all organizational settings
and in all instances. Indeed, the validity of these specific findings is restricted to
the specific organizational context. These might potentially not hold even in other
parts of the same organization. However, the results presented serve as the basis
for methodological guidelines on how data-driven analysis can lead to more effective
allocations of workers to tasks.
4.2 IT Incident Management Process
This section provides an overview of the IT incident management process of the
service system under study. Commonly used concepts of a service system supporting
the incident management process are defined.
Figure 4.1 illustrates an incident management process. A problem or issue faced
by a customer or a business user is reported as an incident into an incident man-
agement system. The dispatcher reviews the incident and evaluates the complex-
ity and priority of the incident. The dispatcher further identifies a service
worker suitable for resolving the incident. This task is based on specific rules and
policies and hence is a rule based activity. The dispatching rules are described in
Table 4.1. In the IT service system under study, workers are broadly categorized
into two distinct classes: experts or experienced service workers and novices or less
experienced service workers. If an incident is complex, an expert service worker is
assigned the incident and if the incident is simple, a novice service worker is given
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the incident. An alternate dispatching policy applies when none of the novice work-
ers are free i.e. all are busy resolving other incidents. In such a scenario, a simple
ticket is assigned to a free expert worker. The worker assigned to the incident, re-
solves the incident. Once an incident is resolved, the business user validates and
confirms the service provided by the worker and closes incident.
Figure 4.1: IT Incident management process
Dispatching Policy in teams
if (complexity isLow) and if (novice isAvailable) → assign to novice
if (complexity isLow) and if (not novice isAvailable) and if (expert isAvailable) →
assign to expert
if (complexity isLow) and if (not novice isAvailable) and if (not expert isAvailable)
→ wait in queue
if (complexity isHigh) and if (expert isAvailable) → assign to expert
if (complexity isHigh) and if (not expert isAvailable) → wait in queue
Table 4.1: Dispatching policies
Table 4.1 contains the rules that dispatcher uses to identify a suitable service
worker. Typically, the staffing of the teams supporting the incident management
process described in Figure 4.1, is based on the complexity of the incident. If a
large percentage of work is simple and can be done by less experienced workers,
then a large percentage of the team will be staffed with less experienced workers.
Similarly, a large percentage of complex work requires higher number of experts.
Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of experts as compared to the distribution of
high complexity work in ten teams within an organization supporting the incident
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management process. There is a positive correlation between the percentage of
complex work and the percentage of experts in the team. The objective of the
following sections in the chapter is to show, that the staffing of teams need to be
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Figure 4.2: Percentage distribution of novice workers and low complexity work
4.2.1 Concepts in the Service System
The key concepts underpinning the service system are defined below:
Incident or Service Request Incidents or service requests constitute inputs to
the service system and are handled by service workers. Each incident is char-
acterized by its complexity and priority.
Complexity The complexity of an incident is indicative of the “level of difficulty”.
A finite set of complexities levels X are defined. A complexity level is associ-
ated with each incident.
Priority The priority of an incident indicates the urgency and impact of an inci-
dent. A finite set of priorities levels P are defined. A priority level is associated
with each incident. A higher value of priority indicates that the incident is
important and needs faster resolution.
Work Arrivals The arrival pattern of service requests is captured for finite set of
time intervals T (e.g. hours of a week). That is, the arrival rate distribution is
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estimated for each of the time intervals in T , where the arrival rate is assumed
to follow a stationary Poisson arrival process within these time intervals (one
hour time periods) [125], [73].
Service Time Service time refers to the time taken by the service worker to handle
the incident. This refers to the time interval between the time a service worker
picks up the incident and the time the service worker resolves the incident. In
the Figure 4.1, the service time is the time spent in the activity “Resolve
Incident”.
Completion Time Completion time of an incident refers to the time elapsed be-
tween the generation of the incident by the customer and the completion of
the process of handling the incident. The completion time includes the time
an incident waits in the queue for it to be dispatched by the dispatcher to a
service worker.
Expertise Expertise of a service worker is based on skill gained through experience.
Service workers are categorized into a finite set of expertise levels L.
A mapping β : X → L is a map from the complexity of work to the minimum
expertise of service worker required to support an incident. This mapping is
used by the dispatcher to evaluate the complexity and decided the expertise of
the SW capable of working on the incident. An expert is capable of resolving
service request or incidents of all complexities.
Service Level Agreements (SLA) SLA measure of outcome of service. SLA are
given for each customer and priority pair as γip = (αip, rip), αip, rip ⊂ R is a
map from each customer-priority pair to a pair of real numbers representing
the SR target completion time and the percentage of all the SRs in a given
time period (such as a month), that must be completed within this target
time. For example, γcustomer1,P1 =< 4, 95 > , denotes that 95% of all SRs
from customer1 with priority P1 in a month be completed within 4 hours.i.e.
completion time of 95% of the requests of the customer1 ≤ 4 hours.
4.2.2 Service System Model for Staffing
There are several complexities involved in modeling a service system as described by
the authors in [23]. First, the incidents or service requests are differentiated by their
complexities and priorities with request arrival rates varying over hours and days
of the week. Second, the service levels vary for each customer and priority of the
incident. Finally, the service times of the workers is dependent on multiple factors
that are evaluated through the empirical study in this dissertation. Due to these
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inherent complexities, a simulation based modeling and optimization framework is
used, to determine optimal staffing levels. For simplicity, in the optimization model,
a service system supporting one customer is considered. It can be easily extended
to support multiple customers by considering different service levels and different
volume of requests per customer. The optimization model defined in [23] has been
adopted for arriving at the number of workers at each expertise level to meet the
service level agreements at minimal costs. The optimization model is described in
brief:
• p, the set of priorities of a service request p := {1, 2, . . . , P}
• x, the set of complexities x := {1, 2, . . . , X}
• l, the set of expertise levels; l := {1, 2, . . . , L}
• nl, the set of workers with expertise level l
• nl, the upper bound on the number of workers with expertise level l
• nl, the lower bound on the number of workers with expertise level l
• cl is the cost of a service worker with expertise level l
• vtpx is the volume of requests in the period t with priority p and complexity x
• spxl is the service time for a request with priority p, complexity x and assigned
to worker of expertise l
• βxl is valued 1 if request of complexity x can be addressed by an expertise
level l and 0 otherwise
• αp is the target attainment for priority p during a measurement time
• rp is the target resolution time for a request of priority p.
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Objective Function and Constraints









px, spxl, βxl, nl, rp) ≤ αp (4.2)
nl ≤ nl ≤ nl (4.3)
Equation (3.1) is the staffing cost of the solution. Equation (3.2) is the constraint
indicating service level agreements must be satisfied. The function fp is computed
by the simulation model which indicates if the attainment level αp is met. Equation
(3.3) is the restrictions set on the minimum and maximum staffing levels set for the
solution.
The simulation model uses discrete event simulation to generate service request
of defined priorities and complexities. The service time of the workers are based
on their expertise levels, priority and complexity of the work. The outcome of the
simulation model is the service level attainment considering all the factors described
in function fp.
4.3 Data Setting and Parameters
In this section various factors that impact the service time of a worker are presented.
Further, the service time parameters are used in the simulation model to evaluate
the impact of these factors on the task allocation and staffing.
4.3.1 Setting
Data collected from three teams within the organization is used for the study. All
the three teams are involved in managing incidents of the operating systems (OS)
domain, i.e manage OS of servers of customers. The data on service time (worker
productivity) is collected for a period of three weeks by recording only the time on
the task of resolving the incident. There are a total of 60 workers across the three
teams. Service time data from approximately 4000 incidents is analyzed. For each
incident, the complexity, priority, expertise of the assigned worker and the service
time is extracted.
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Dependent Variable
The service time is examined as the dependent variable. Service Time is used to
evaluate productivity of a worker. As indicated in earlier studies [124], service time
follows a log normal distribution as seen in Figure 4.3. The mean service time is
40.33 minutes and the standard deviation is 37.29.
Figure 4.3: Service time distribution
Independent Variables
Complexity of incident, priority of incident and expertise of the worker are chosen
as the independent variables.
Expertise The expertise of the workers in the team is based on the experience of
the workers - novice with < 2 years experience, experts with > 2 years and
< 7 years experience. Of the 60 workers, 20 are novices and 40 are experts.
An expert is referred to as having a ‘High’ expertise and novice having ‘Low’
expertise.
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Complexity The complexity is determined by the dispatcher. Incidents range from
handling password reset requests (simple) to verifying security compliance of
a server (complex). Two levels of complexity are considered: Simple and
Complex. Simple work can be assigned to novices or experts. It is observed
that 50% of the simple incidents get resolved by experts. While it is not
preferable to assign complex work to novices, in the data collected across
teams, it is observed that 10% of the complex incidents are assigned to novices.
Priority Priority of an incident determines its urgency and importance. There
are 4 levels of priority - Very High(VH), High(H), Medium (M) and Low (L).
VH priority incidents are rare and are always treated as exceptions. The low
priority incidents also form a small percentage and since their service levels are
relaxed, these incidents rarely need to get assigned to a higher skilled worker.
i.e. a simple work is assigned to a novices even if they are busy as they have
relaxed target time. Hence, in this study, the focus is on High and Medium
priority tickets.
4.3.2 Model Parameters
The work arrivals, complexities, priorities, service time, cost, and expertise of service
workers in the dataset are used as input parameters in the simulation model:
• The finite set of time intervals for arriving work, denoted by T, contains one
element for each hour of week. Hence, |T | = 168. Each time interval is one
hour long.
• Priority Levels P: Two levels of priority are considered P = {High,Medium},
where High > Medium.
• Expertise Levels L: Two different levels of expertise simulated L = {Low,High},
where, High > Low.
• Complexity Levels X: Two different levels of complexity are considered X =
{Complex, Simple} where, Complex > Simple
• Cost: The cost of a worker depends on the expertise. The cost of an expert is
considered to be 50% higher than the cost of a novice.
• Service Time: The service time of the request spxl, is used as input to the
simulation model (based on analysis done in section 4.4)
The model parameter values of priority levels, expertise levels, complexity levels,
cost, service time and arrival of service requests used in the simulation model are
computed from the data.
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Table 4.2 shows the distribution of requests based on the priority, the service










VeryHigh 2 240 95
High 20 480 95
Medium 75 720 90
Low 3 1440 90
Table 4.2: Work distribution and service level target times and percentages
4.3.3 Implementation
The implementation of the IT incident Management process model is built using the
AnyLogic simulation softwarea [126], which supports discrete event simulation tech-
nique. It also provides optimization package that uses intelligent search procedures
in scatter search combined with Tabu search metaheuristics [127], [128]. Forty weeks
of simulation runs are performed. Measurements are taken at end of each week. No
measurements are recorded during the warm up period of first four weeks. In steady
state the parameters that are measured include:
• SLA measurements at each priority level
• Completion times of work in minutes (includes queue waiting times and service
times)
• Resource utilization (captures the busy-time of a resource)
• Number of resources that is an indication of cost
For all the above parameters the observation mean and confidence intervals are re-
ported. Whenever confidence intervals are wider, the number of weeks in simulation
is increased and reported values in the dissertation are within confidence intervals.
The simulation model further, does not dispatch a high complexity work to a novice.
All the results consider scenario where an expert can do a simple work but a novice
doesn’t do a complex work in line with the real-life dispatching policy.
ahttp://www.xjtek.com/
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4.4 Service Time Analysis and Staffing Solution
4.4.1 Impact of Work Complexity on Service Time
A commonly used approach in practice is to profile the service time of workers based
on the complexity of requests assigned [124]. Table 4.3 shows the difference in means
of service time and their confidence intervals, with complexity of the request. Sta-
tistical techniques such as ANOVA [129], can be used to analyze the variance in
the mean of a dependent variable (service time) due to one or more independent
variables (here the complexity). However, ANOVA assumes that the data follows
Gaussian distribution and has equal variances across means. The homogeneity of
variance is verified through Levene’s test. The verification of Levene’s test for homo-
geneity of variances fails. Hence, a non-parametric counterpart test (Kruskal-Wallis
test), is used to compare variance of means across complexities. The Kruskal-Wallis
test [129] for analysis of variance by ranks across the two levels of complexity yields
a statistically significant difference (K=44.1, p < 0.001). The results of the Kruskal-
Wallis test indicate a significant impact of work complexity on service time. The
dispatching policy also indicates that complex work requires an expert to work on it
while simple work can be resolved by novices or experts. Figure 4.4 shows the box
plots depicting the log of service time for simple and complex work. It is observed
that, in this setting: Complex work takes more time to resolve as compared to simple
work. Percentage distribution of simple and complex work forms an important input
for arriving at the distribution of experts and less experienced workers.
The service time variance with work complexity is used by the model and the
staffing of experts and novices is determined for varying distribution of work com-
plexities. Table 4.4 shows the results obtained. As the distribution of complex work
increases from 20% to 40% of the workload, the number of workers increases from 4






95 % Confidence Interval
Lower Bound Upper Bound
Complex 55.28 0.94 53.43 57.13
Simple 39.01 1.15 36.75 41.27
Table 4.3: Summary statistics of service time variance with work complexity
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Complex







Number of Workers % Utilization
Expert Novice Expert Novice
Complex 20 55.28
4 5 59.53 86.72
Simple 80 39.03
Complex 40 55.28
7 4 60.83 89.91
Simple 60 39.03
Table 4.4: Staffing of experts and novices considering service time variance with
work complexity
4.4.2 Impact of Work Complexity and Expertise of Worker
on Service Time
Expertise has a significant impact on the efficiency or productivity of a worker [123].
In this study, the variance in service time is evaluated along the dimensions of the
expertise of the worker resolving the request. The Kruskal-Wallis test statistics
for variance in means of service time across the levels of expertise fails to show
statistical significance (p = 0.403). This anomaly is attributed to the fact, that less
experienced workers do not work on complex incidents (only experts are assigned
complex incidents). As complex incidents having higher service time, the overall
impact of expertise on service time is not evident. Further, the variance in service
time is evaluated considering expertise for low complexity work. The variance in
service time means for varying expertise yields a statistically significant difference
(K=33.2 , p < 0.001).
Table 4.5 shows the variance in service time considering both expertise and
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complexity of work. Service workers with low expertise level rarely work on complex
tickets ( as indicated by N=151 of 1964 incidents). However, a significant variance
in service time means is observed for low complexity work (Means of 43.7 and 34.1
for Low and High expertise of worker respectively).







High 53.85 43.81 1813
Low 72.41 59.67 151
Simple
High 34.12 34.63 646
Low 43.72 36.18 670
Table 4.5: Summary statistics of service time variance with work complexity
and service worker expertise
Complex
Figure 4.5: Box plot of log service time varying with work complexity and
service worker expertise
When the service times derived by analysis of the dimensions of expertise and
complexity are used into the simulation model with the staffing results obtained
in section 3.4.1, only 85% of low priority incidents meet the service level required.
Hence, the staffing derived in section 4.4.1 (service time variance with only com-
plexity as a dimension) is lower than what is required for meeting the target service







Number of Workers % Utilization
Expert Novice Expert Novice
Complex 20
High 53.85














Table 4.6: Staffing of experts and novices considering service time variance with
work complexity and worker expertise
levels. The variance in service time is modeled accounting for expertise and complex-
ity of work to derive an optimal staffing. Table 4.6 indicates the staffing numbers
for novice and experts when using the dimensions of complexity and expertise for
service time variance. The staffing solution indicates a higher number of novices.
This is because, in this setting, analysis of service time considering expertise only
indicates that, the service time of low complexity work is low when experts work on
it. Novices take sufficiently longer time to work on low complexity work. Hence,
more number of novices are required to meet the service levels.
4.4.3 Impact of Work Complexity, Priority and Expertise
of Worker on Service Time
Prior work on staffing considers priority of work as an important factor for modeling
service time variance [23]. The impact of all the three factors on service time (worker
expertise and work priority for simple and complex incidents), is evaluated. Table 4.7
shows the mean service times and the results of Kruskal-Wallis test for different
complexities, expertise and priority of the workers. The first four rows show the
service times for low complexity requests. The box plot of service times for low
complexity work with different worker expertise and priority is shown in Figure 4.6.
Here, less experienced workers have the same service time irrespective of the priority.
Experienced workers, tend to have better efficiencies only for high priority tickets. It
is observed that in the study setting, the operational efficiency of experts for simple
work varies with the importance of work (indicated by priority). It can also been
seen that for less important work, experts take as much time as less experienced
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workers. This could be attributed to several factors e.g. expert’s attention on high
priority work, mentoring novices, lower motivation to do less important work, etc.
An in-depth analysis of these factors and evaluation through a survey would be
needed to understand the variance in expert’s efficiency.
























Table 4.7: Summary statistics of service time variance with work complexity,
priority and service worker expertise
Priority=High, Complexity=Simple Priority=Medium, Complexity=Simple
Figure 4.6: Box plot of log service time varying with priority and service worker
expertise for low complexity work
The last four rows in Table 4.7 depict the service times for high complexity work.
Here, the less experienced workers take longer time when lower priority work is given
to them. The operational efficiency of experts does not change with the importance
of work. The study data indicates that: when the complexity of work matches the
minimum skill of the worker, there is no improvement in the operational efficiency
irrespective of the importance of work. The staffing obtained in section 4.4.2 when






Num. Workers % Util.
Expert Novice Expert Novice
Complex 20
High High 53.3
















Table 4.8: Staffing of experts and novices considering service time variance with
work complexity, worker expertise and priority
used in the simulation model accounting for service time mean variances with work
complexity, worker expertise and work priority results in a target service level at-
tainment 86% for low severity work. Hence, the staffing solution in section 4.4.2
under estimates the number of workers required to meet the service levels.
The results of the analysis are used to determine the staffing of experts and
novices. It is observed that the number of experts reduces as the staffing solution
converges at a larger number of novices in this model.
4.4.4 Observations and Dispatching Recommendations
The efficiency of service workers influences the optimal staffing in terms of cost and
quality (adherence to service levels). By evaluating the service time of the worker
across various dimensions of expertise, complexity and priority, the simulation and
optimization framework reflects the behavior of experts and novices and provides
the staffing in the face of these three factors. In section 4.4.1 when the service
time is only based on complexity of work, the model arrives at a specific number of
experts (4 and 7 experts as compared to 5 and 4 novices with varying work complex-
ity distribution respectively) as low complexity work indicates lower service time.
When the service time is analyzed in the context of the expertise and complexity
(section 4.4.2), the number of novices increases as they take longer time to complete
simple requests. The number of experts also increase (5 and 8 experts as compared
to 5 and 5 novices respectively) as the experts are found to have better efficiency
for simple work. When the experts efficiency is evaluated in the context of priority
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(section 4.4.3), the model further converges with a solution of having lower number
of experts (4 and 7) as they perform better than novices for specific case of higher
priority work. The number of novices increases in the final solution as they are
preferred for all simple and low priority work.
These observations can be used to improve the dispatching policies or rules
that are evaluated by a dispatcher when assigning tickets to service workers. As
the complex work can only be assigned to experts and the behavior of the experts
does not change for complex work, there is no change in the dispatching rule for
assigning complex work. However, simple work can have new dispatching rules as
indicated in Table 4.9. Existing dispatching policies in teams primarily evaluate the
availability of a service worker. Hence, the dispatching rules in Table 4.1 first check
for the availability of a novice and then dispatch to either a novice or an expert. It
is recommend that the priority of the incident is also evaluated. If the priority of
the incident is high, then an expert can work on it faster and work towards meeting
the service levels. If the priority of the ticket is lower, then it should largely be
handled by a novice to reduce the cost of the service system as novices and experts
have similar service times. These dispatching rules are indicated in Table 4.9.
Recommended Policy in Teams
if (incident priority isHigh) and if( expert isAvailable) → assign to
expert
if (incident priority isHigh) and if(not expert isAvailable) and if (
novice isAvailable) → assign to novice
if (incident priority isLow) and if ( novice isAvailable) → assign to
novice
if (incident priority isLow) and if(not novice isAvailable) and if (ex-
pert isAvailable) → wait in queue
if (incident priority isLow) and if(not novice isAvailable) and if (not
expert isAvailable) → wait in queue
if (incident priority isHigh) and if(not expert isAvailable) and if (not
novice isAvailable) → wait in queue
Table 4.9: Dispatching policies for simple or low complexity work
4.5 Threats to Validity
In this section, the limitation of the study with respect of construct validity, internal
validity and external validity, is identified .
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Construct validity
Construct validity denotes that the variables are measured correctly. The depen-
dent and the independent variables used in this study have been evaluated by earlier
studies described in the section 2.4.1. However, the independent variables - exper-
tise levels and work complexity measures can vary across studies. Expertise levels is
based on the organization’s categorization of its resources. Similarly, categorization
of work complexity is relative to type of work being handled and the domain. In this
study, this threat is mitigated by considering data from one organization and eval-
uating teams doing the same type of work i.e. IT service management for operating
systems.
Internal validity
Internal validity is established for a study if it is free from systematic errors and
biases. The development is accessed data from three teams for a period of 3 weeks.
During this measurement interval, issues that can affect internal validity such as
mortality (that is, subjects withdrawing from a study during data collection) and
maturation (that is, subjects changing their characteristics during the study outside
the parameters of the study) did not arise. Thus, the extent of this threat to validity
is limited.
External Validity
External validity concerns the generalization of the results from this study. The
impact of various factors on the operational efficiency of workers is studied based
on data collected from approximately 4000 incidents. While insights can be drawn
from the study, I do not claim that these results can be generalized in all instances.
These results might not hold even in other parts of the same organization. How-
ever, the results serve as the basis of using data driven approach for evaluating
worker productivity leading to more effective allocation of service workers to service
requests.
4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the variance in efficiency of service workers was evaluated on multiple
factors such as complexity of work, priority or importance of work and expertise of
the worker. The analysis of service times was further used to evaluate the staffing
solution needed to meet the cost and quality requirements of the service system. It
was observed that, in the operational study settings, the behavior of experts varies
with the importance of work. The insights gained from this study offer implications
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for dispatching or ticket assignment policies that consider behavior of experts and
novices. The study demonstrates that data-driven techniques similar to the study
presented in this chapter, can serve as the basis for methodological guidelines and
provide effective dispatching and staffing policies required to meet the contractual
service levels (quality) of the service system and the business process. This study
further alludes to the notion that resource efficiencies are dependent on several
factors such as their preference (and other resource behaviors), which has largely
been ignored while allocating tasks and staffing teams.
Chapter 5
Context-Aware Task Allocation
In a process, where tasks allocation follows a pull based dispatching policy, the
ownership of selecting the right task to work on, lies with the resource. This chap-
ter presents a context-aware recommender system that provides guidance on suitable
tasks to resources. The recommender system considers context, resource, task, and
resource efficiency. Hence, this allocation method considers resource, case, and time
perspective together. The research question (RQ2), is addressed by defining a context
model comprising of resource behavior and other task related context. Resource be-
havior, task attributes, and outcome (or efficiency) is extracted from event logs. The
recommender system is evaluated with and without considering context. In addition,
the influence of multiple contextual factors, is analyzed.
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5.1 Introduction
In knowledge intensive business processes, the most critical resources arguably, are
the human resources or knowledge workers. There are various methods of allocating
tasks to resources. One of the common allocation methods is a pull-based dispatch
policy. In such a scenario, workers or resources commit to tasks as compared to
push-based dispatch where tasks are assigned to workers dynamically by the system
or manually by a team lead. Pull-based dispatch is preferred when resources tend to
multi-task and completion times of these tasks are not a priori known. A resource
evaluates the task based on information available with the task (description, urgency,
customer), and decides her suitability to commit to the task. The decision making
is non-trivial and often knowledge workers, especially novice workers, find it hard to
identify their suitability for a task. An added challenge is the fact that operational
efficiencies of workers do not depend on the task alone, but also depend on the
context or situation when executing a task. For example, a worker may be very
efficient when processing a single task but may do poorly when catering to multiple
tasks. There are several such situations that could impact the efficiency of the
worker (type of task, team member involved, customer involved). Hence, the notion
of context plays a key role in the decision making.
Dourish [82], presents key assumptions about representational view of context
as discussed in Chapter 2: it is a form of information and is separable from the
activity. Context is information that can be described using a set of attributes
that can be observed and collected. These attributes do not change and are clearly
distinguishable from features describing the underlying activity of the user within
the context. Satisfying the assumptions of representational view of context, we
define process context to be that body of exogenous knowledge potentially relevant
to the execution of the task that is available at the start of the execution of the task,
and that is not impacted/modified via the execution of the task. In this chapter,
context is defined at a finer granularity of a task rather than a process.
The proposed approach involves recommendation of tasks to resources taking
into consideration the context of the resource and the task. To this end, we build
a context-aware recommender system (CARS) [14]. The input to building such
a system is data from historical executions of tasks by resources with contextual
information annotated in them (some of which are inferred) and the outcome of the
execution. The outcome is a goal or performance indicator defined for the task. The
recommender predicts the suitability of a task for a resource, by providing a rating.
Prediction is based on the assumption that resources who have similar ratings on
tasks are likely to have similar ratings towards other tasks. Hence, the rating of a
task is predicted, by identifying resources who have had similar ratings on other tasks
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under similar context. The approach proposed is of considerable practical value.
Conventionally, the decision taken by a resource (in many practical business process
settings) is based on human judgment, experience and on her implicit understanding
of the context. Consequently, task allocation activity is subjective and relies on the
experience of a resource. Automated, data-driven support can potentially serve as
a game-changer in these settings by providing a personalized recommendation to
knowledge worker.
5.2 Motivation
As seen in Chapter 4, operational efficiency of the resources is dependent on many
factors specific to the task and the resource. The efficiency or performance of human
resources, involved in completion of tasks in a business process, is not homogeneous
even if the resources have the same capability or skill. The performance of a re-
source too, varies depending on the situation. Using a real-life process execution log
[116], we analyze the completion time of a task in a loan application process, by two
resources at different times during the day. A Kruskal-Wallis H test [129] showed
that there was a statistically significant difference in completion time of the task of
‘Resource 11180‘ at various time periods of the day, (χ2(2) = 7.15, ρ = 0.05), with
a mean rank completion time score of 45.39 during 9 AM - 12 PM, 65.79 between
12 PM - 5 PM and 60.48 after 5 PM. However, ‘Resource 10931‘ does not have a
statistically significant variance in the mean completion time, for the same task at
different time periods. Figure 5.1 shows the mean completion times of the resources
at various time periods of the day. Considering, time of the day, as the contextual
dimension, the task allocation between 12 PM - 5 PM is more suited to ‘Resource
10931‘. Hence, context-awareness would help in task allocation decision. The re-
sults further indicate that same contextual dimension may impact performance of
one resource but not another, highlighting the heterogeneous behavior of human
resources.
When a pull-based dispatching is adopted for task allocation, a work request
or task instantiated in the system enters a common queue or a shared work list
and remains there till a knowledge worker or resource commits to the task. Every
knowledge worker is able to peek into the common queue and view the tasks they are
authorized to work on, based on their roles and organizational positions. Workers
evaluate the type of task, their suitability to execute the task and other factors to
decide if they should commit to a task or not. Once a task is committed or selected,
performance measures associated to the task need to be met (target completion
time, degree of customer satisfaction and so on). While experienced workers in
the system learn to identify tasks that they are best suited for, novice workers
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Resource 11180 Resource 10931
Figure 5.1: Completion time of two resources on same task at different time
periods of the day
need help in identifying suitable tasks. Incorrect decision making could result in a
resource placing task back into the queue, taking longer time to complete or having
poor degree of customer satisfaction. Here, recommending the right task to the
resource would lead to better process execution efficiency. Considering context while
recommending the task (context-aware recommendation), would provide a resource
specific (personalized), task allocation recommendation.
5.3 Approach
The approach consists of three phases: the modeling phase, the data extraction
phase and the recommendation phase (see Fig. 5.2). The modeling phase involves
identifying the contextual dimensions of the task, resource and the domain. The
dimensions can be generic or domain specific. Here, domain experts would identify
the relevant dimensions. The data extraction phase, involves using historical process
execution logs to extract the contextual dimensions of the process, task and the
resource. Relevant performance outcome measures such as completion time of the
task or quality of the task are extracted or derived from the event logs. These form
the inputs in building a context-aware recommender system. In the recommendation
phase, for each resource, the relevant contextual information is computed and the
the suitability of resource on the new and ongoing tasks is predicted.
To apply machine learning techniques, we need to engineer contextual dimen-
sions for a resource, task and the process instance. A resource has several contextual
dimensions (e.g. preference, current workload, etc.) as would the task and a process
(e.g time of the day, time zone of customer, etc.). The performance outcomes for
the relevant resource and task specific contextual dimensions are extracted from his-
torical process execution logs. These form inputs to the recommender system. For
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a new task, the resource and their contextual dimensions are given as input. The
rating of the task for the resource is predicted. Hence, the approach i) identifies the
relevant contextual dimensions of resource(s) that impacts performance outcome or
rating, (ii) determines the context-aware recommendation models for resource(s),
and (iii) predicts the rating of the resource on a task in the task list. Before describ-






















Figure 5.2: Overview of context-aware task allocation
5.4 Context-Aware recommendation system
A recommender system predicts the rating of a user for an item, which is reflective
of the preference of the user for that item. The system defines a rating function:
R : User × Item→ Rating
Each user and item pair is mapped to a rating value. This is considered to
be prediction problem where ratings of all user and item pairs is not known but
must be predicted. Such recommender systems are called 2D or two dimensional
recommender systems [14]. Context-aware recommender systems use additional in-
formation of context as a part of the rating function:
R : User × Item× Context→ Rating
where, context represents additional conditions or situations where the user provides
a specific rating to item. Use of contextual information results in providing better
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recommendations [14]. The ratings, hence are modeled as the function of not only
items and users, but also of the context. The input data for traditional recommender
systems is based on tuples of the form 〈user, item, rating〉. In contrast, context-
aware recommender systems (CARS), are built based on additional of contextual
information with tuples of the form 〈user, item, context, rating〉, where each specific
record includes not only the rating of a user on a specific item, but also the contextual
information in which the item was rated by this user. A common illustration of a
two dimensional model (2D model), of traditional recommender systems and multi-
dimensional model used to represent CARS is shown in Figure 5.3.
With the users representing resources, items representing the tasks and rating
representing performance outcomes (such as completion times of tasks), CARS can
be used to recommend tasks to a resource based on ratings of other similar users
(resources).
Figure 5.3: 2D model for traditional recommender systems and multi-
dimensional model for CARS as discussed in [14]
Multiple methods have been used to build context-aware recommender systems:
• Contextual pre-filtering : In this approach, context is used to select the relevant
(〈user, item, rating〉) data for generating recommendations. On the subset of
user-item pairs, ratings are predicted using any traditional collaborative filter-
ing methods (detailed in Section 2.8). An example of using context pre-filter
is to select data with users and ratings at specific time or location (context).
• Contextual post-filtering : This approach uses all the data for predicting the
ratings. Then, the obtained ratings are adjusted using the information of
context by i) filtering out recommendations that do not have the same context,
ii) adjusting or calibrating the rating using the contextual information.
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• Contextual modeling : This approach uses an unsupervised method where the
recommendation function or user’s rating for an item along with contextual
information is learnt (built using approaches such as decision tree, support
vector machine, or other technique).
Efficient contextual pre-filtering techniques using neighborhood based methods
such as user splitting [130], item splitting [131] and UI splitting [132] have been pro-
posed are known to have lower prediction errors of ratings. Item splitting splits items
based on the context. The split is done when the a contextual dimension in which
items are rated, significantly differ. Statistical test such as t-test, Kruskal-Wallis
test can be used to evaluate if the means of ratings differ significantly across the
values of the contextual dimension. Hence, the same item under different contextual
dimensions would be treated as a different item. User splitting splits users instead,
when the ratings are significantly different for different contextual dimensions. UI
splitting applies item splitting and user splitting together.
5.5 Modeling CARS for Task Allocation
The elements of a context-aware recommender system are users, items, rating of
users to items, context and the similarity measure to identify neighbors. In this
section the resource, task, context are modeled and similarity of resources is defined,
to build a context-aware recommender for task allocation.
5.5.1 Resource
The resource model described by Muehlen et al. [33] is used, to model resources
(user). In Muehlen’s resource model, each resource owns some roles that represents
capabilities and privileges to perform tasks, occupies positions in organization units,
that further provide privileges to perform task. Model of a resource is essential to
ensure that the recommender does not recommend tasks that are out of a resource’s
capacity or privilege. A resource is represented by a set of attributes DR representing
role, position, organization and other relevant information. These attributes char-
acterize the resource and are static - they do not change during the execution of a








Item is a task that needs to be completed by a resource. Task is an executing
instance of an activity in a process. Task is characterized by attributes of the process
instance it belongs to, and the attributes specific to the task. Task attributes are
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endogenously determined elements (i.e., attributes whose values are determined via
the execution of the task) as well data provided as input to the task. For example,
for a task that verifies a loan application, the loan amount would be a task attribute.
A set of attributes DT is used to denote process and task data in the usual sense,
i.e., data provided as input to a process or task, data modified or impacted by a
process or task and data generated as output by a process or task. Hence, a task t








Context is an important model element in the presented approach. Saidani et al. [16]
define a meta-model of context for a business process. The meta-model comprises of
context entity and context attributes. Context entities are connected to each other
using context relationships. I leverage this meta-model and use context entities
such as activity and resource, and their related contextual attributes. Contextual
attributes are referred to as contextual dimensions (as attributes for a contextual
dimension is defined later in this section). While previous work has considered
context for the overall process, here context is modeled for tasks in the process.
Contextual entities and dimensions captured in the model vary with the situation
[16] - “There is no context without context: the notion of context should be defined in
terms of a purpose.”. Figure 5.4 illustrates the context model used for the purpose
of task allocation recommendation. The contextual entities are task and resource.
The generic contextual dimensions for task and resource are defined in the model.
In addition, domain specific contextual dimensions would need to be defined and
added. An example of a domain specific dimension for a resource would be a ‘number
of years in organization’. Task specific contextual dimensions such as time of the day
of executing task, the duration of the task and time to finish are self explanatory.
Generic contextual attributes of resource that impact task allocation decisions are
presented. These contextual dimensions are based on the resource behavior measures
described in section 2.2.3:
Workload can be either the number of tasks waiting at the start of execution of a
task or the number of tasks that have been completed over a particular period
[12]. It defines ‘how busy’ a resource is or has been when committing to a
task. WL(r, t)→ N , where WL(r, t) is the workload of a resource r at time t.
Availability indicates whether a resource is available to perform a task within a
specific time limitation. Huang et al. [57] define resource availability measure,
to predict if a resource is available at some time in the future. A simpler
measure of availability of a resource r at time t is Avail(r, t)→ {true, false},
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Figure 5.4: Context model used for task recommendation
a boolean true or false where the Avail(r, t) = false if WL(r, t) ≥ τ where τ
is defined for a specific task.
Competence is the ability to perform a certain type of task [57]. If a resource
performs a certain type of task by using lower cost than the others, it means
that the resource has a higher competence level than others to perform the
task. The cost can be defined based on business process (e.g. completion time,
quality).
Cooperation is the ability of working with other resources. Kumar et al. [60], de-
fine compatibility or cooperation as a measure of the degree to which resources
cooperate with one another in a process. Cooperation between resources who
perform tasks where there are hand offs, is measured as described in [60].
Experience is acquired and improved by performing tasks [59]. The number of
times a task has been performed and the duration or time period for which
the task is performed, is used to measure experience.
Preference is acquired knowledge or attitude to do a certain kind of task. For
example, if a resource commits for a type of task frequently, the preference to
the task is high. Preference ρ(a, r) of a resource r on task type a is given as:
ρ(a, r) = Card(a, r)/Card(a), where Card(a, r) is the number of tasks of task
type a, resource r has completed and Card(a) is the total number of tasks of
type a completed by all resources.
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Moreover, each contextual dimension c, can be defined by a set of q attributes
{c1, . . . cq} having a hierarchical structure and capturing a particular type of context
(e.g., experience of a resource). The values taken by attribute cq define finer (more
granular) levels, while c1 values define coarser (less granular) levels of contextual
knowledge. For example, Figure 5.5 presents a two-level hierarchy for the contextual
attribute c specifying experience of a resource to a task. While the root (coarsest
level) of the hierarchy defines experience on an activity or task, the next level is
defined by attribute c1 = {experience case, experience customer}, which identifies
the experience of a resource handling the specific case (or other tasks related to the
case) and handling a specific customer.
Figure 5.5: Hierarchy structure of a contextual dimension
5.5.4 Resource similarity
Various similarity measures that calculate the similarity among resources or users,
have been defined in the implementation of CF algorithms. Correlation-based sim-
ilarity of two resources u and v is measured by computing Pearson− r correlation
corru,v. The correlation between two user’s ratings on common tasks, is used to
determine similarity. The correlation used from [104] is as follows:
s(u, v) =
∑
i∈Iu∩Iv(ru,i − r̄u)(rv,i − r̄v)√∑
i∈Iu∩Iv (ru,i − r̄u)
2
√∑
i∈Iu∩Iv (rv,i − r̄v)
2
(5.1)
Where Iu are items or tasks executed by u and Iv are items or tasks executed by
v. ru,i, rv,i is the rating of item i by user u and v respectively. r̄u, r̄v is the average
rating of the user u, v respectively. Once the similarity is computed, k neighbors
are selected and the prediction of a rating on task i for a resource u is arrived at
by computing the sum of the ratings given by the neighbors users. Each rating is
weighted by the corresponding similarity s(u, v).
5.5.5 Rating
In CF, users provide ratings to as many items as possible. Here, the outcome of past
task executions is used to compute the rating of a resource to a task. Outcomes are
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typically performance indicators defined for the business process. Time to complete
a task, quality level or percentage of tasks meeting a deadline are some examples
of outcomes. Rating is an ordered set and needs to be on a common scale for all
users. A sigmoid function is used to compute ratings. The computation of rating for






where µt is the mean completion time of the task and µra,t is the mean completion
time of the task t by the resource ra. The parameter k can be varied to get the
required rating interval. In particular, if the variance in outcome is high, k should
be smaller to be more sensitive to these variances, similarly, if the variance is low,
k should be higher. If there are multiple performance indicators, a rating can be
arrived at by selecting from or combining different indicators. The ratings can be
further scaled up to a suitable interval of [0,10].
Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of ratings derived for the completion times of
a tasks from the event log [116], where k is based on the standard deviation σ of
the completion times: k = (0.25σ, 0.5σ, 0.75σ). Here a lower value of k would be
preferred as it has a larger distribution of ratings which is suitable for identifying
range of performance outcomes.
5.6 Data Extraction and Training
An important requirement for building and deploying CARS is the availability of
contextual information along with historical task executions or the data required to
train the recommender system. The current approach infers contextual dimensions
such as preference, workload, cooperation and competence from event logs. Fig-
ure 5.7 provides a snapshot of the real-world event log [133], containing the details
of the task, the resource owning the task, start time and completion time. The con-
text information such as hour of the day when the task is created, the preference of
the resource, the workload and other relevant context information are extracted and
the 〈Resource, Task, Context, Outcome〉 is derived. In the scenario where context is
not used, there can be multiple outcomes for the same user and item. as illustrated
by the task pertaining to product ‘PROD424’ in Figure 5.7. The completion time
takes {3,5} minutes. Here, aggregation techniques such as average completion time
or the median completion time is used. A similar aggregation technique would be
applied if there are multiple ratings for a resource on a task with same contextual
dimensions.
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k=0.25𝜎 k=0.5𝜎
k=0.75𝜎
Figure 5.6: Distribution of rating with different values of k
5.6.1 Context-aware task recommendation
Information of the resource, task and context is used to predict the rating. For-
mally, with the multi-dimension data model, DR and DT are the dimensions of the
resource and task respectively. The dimension DR is a subset of Cartesian product
of some attributes of the resource. For example, a resource dimension is defined as
Resource ⊆ Name×Role×Department. Similarly, the task dimension is defined as
Task ⊆ Name× Type. Finally, the dimensions of context such as, Dworkload, Dtime
are included (and other relevant contextual dimensions). Given all the dimensions,
the rating function F is defined as:
F : DR ×DT ×Dworkload ×Dtime → Rating
There are multiple approaches to using contextual information in the recommen-
dation process. In this work, I use contextual pre-filtering approaches such as user
splitting, item splitting, and UI splitting as these methods are known to have lower
prediction errors of ratings and have been evaluated in earlier studies [130], [131],
[132].
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SR-Number Owner Product Status Sub	Status Activity	Time Owner-Country
1-740404288 Agata PROD379 Accepted In	Progress 04/05/12	9:09 POLAND
1-740404288 Agata PROD379 Completed In	Call 04/05/12	9:21 POLAND
1-740404890 Agata PROD205 Accepted In	Progress 04/05/12	9:39 POLAND
1-740404890 Agata PROD205 Completed In	Call 04/05/12	9:53 POLAND
1-740594917 Agata PROD424 Accepted In	Progress 04/05/12	11:58 POLAND
1-740594917 Agata PROD424 Completed In	Call 04/05/12	12:03 POLAND
1-740404852 Agata PROD424 Accepted In	Progress 04/05/12	9:35 POLAND

























Agata PROD379 2 9 0.2
Agata PROD205 14 9 0.1
Agata PROD424 3 9 0.4
Agata PROD424 5 12 0.44
Resource, Task information without Context
Resource, Task information with Context
Figure 5.7: Extracting contextual dimensions for user and task from past exe-
cution log
5.7 Evaluation
In this section, the evaluation of the approach is presented. First, the set up for the
evaluation is presented. Then evaluations on two real-life event logs are detailed.
5.7.1 Evaluation setup
In order to conduct the evaluation, collaborative filtering based recommender is
implemented using CARSKit a[134]. Figure 5.8 depicts the procedure for evaluating
context-aware recommender system. Two real-world event logs are used. Based on
the identified performance outcome (completion time, quality), ratings are computed
for each resource-task pair. The event logs are enriched by computing additional
information about context, using information of the task, resource executing the
task, the task’s start and end times. The data without contextual information and
data with contextual information, are utilitzed to carry out the validation using
k-fold cross validation with k = 10. The data is divided into 10 folds or subsets. In
the approach without contextual data (marked as 1), rating of a task for a resource
is predicted and compared with the actual rating. In the context enriched approach,
ahttps://github.com/irecsys/CARSKit
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additional contextual information is used to predict the rating of a task for a resource




Case	ID Activity	Name Status Activity	Time Resource Loan	Amount
192635 W_Completeren	aanvraag SCHEDULE 10/12/11	18:05 112 43000
192635 W_Completeren	aanvraag START 12/12/11	18:47 10861 43000
192635 W_Completeren	aanvraag COMPLETE 12/12/11	18:47 10861 43000
192635 W_Completeren	aanvraag START 14/12/11	15:38 10863 43000
192635 W_Nabellen	offertes SCHEDULE 14/12/11	15:43 10863 43000
192635 W_Valideren	aanvraag START 02/01/12	13:00 10138 43000
192635 W_Valideren	aanvraag COMPLETE 02/01/12	13:07 10138 43000
192635 W_Nabellen	incomplete	dossiers SCHEDULE 02/01/12	16:16 10138 43000
192635 W_Valideren	aanvraag COMPLETE 02/01/12	16:16 10138 43000
192635 W_Nabellen	incomplete	dossiers START 02/01/12	17:39 11180 43000
192635 W_Nabellen	incomplete	dossiers COMPLETE 02/01/12	17:45 11180 43000





192635 10138 W_Valideren	aanvraag 11/01/12	9:38 7.1667 0 9 0.04 43000
192635 10138
W_Nabellen	incomplete	
dossiers 11/01/12	14:17 3.6333 0 14 0.16 43000
192635 10861 W_Valideren	aanvraag 11/01/12	9:54 2.85 0 9 0 43000
192635 10909
W_Nabellen	incomplete	
dossiers 10/01/12	13:40 4.1333 0 13 0.24 43000








Figure 5.8: Evaluation procedure
5.7.2 Performance Measures
The common measures used in evaluating the accuracy of a recommender model
are based on Absolute error (|ActualRating − PredictedRating|). ActualRating is
the real rating assigned to a task and user pair. PredictedRating is the outcome of
the recommender system. Mean Absolute Error (MAE)[135] is used to compare the






|ActualRatingi − PredictedRatingi| (5.3)
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where N is the number of tasks and resource pairs used for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the model (test set).






(|ActualRatingi − PredictedRatingi|)2 (5.4)
In addition, to compare the performance of the model without using context
and using contextual dimensions, the statistical significance of the absolute errors
achieved with the two models is verified using the Mann Whitney-U Rank Test [136].
The Mann Whitney-U test is a non-parametric statistical test used to compare mean
variances in two independent samples. Mann Whitney-U test is used, as the training
set and test set are not the same when we build the recommender systems with and
without context.
5.7.3 Incident Management Event logs
To validate the effectiveness of using context in a real-life business process providing
services, the 2013 edition of the BPI challenge event log of Volvo IT services [133],
is used. The log (event log 1) contains events of an incident management process.
Each incident is a task that relates to a glitch in a product. An IT service personnel
or resource works on the incident and restores service. The event log contains the
information about the product associated to the incident, impact of the incident,
resources who worked on the incident, time and status of the incident. Product
related to the incident is used to categorize tasks or items. In the log, there is not
much information about resource other than name of the resource.
The logs are enriched with additional contextual information: time or hour of
the day the task is created, workload and preference of a resource. The workload
of the resource at a specific time, is computed by evaluating the number of active
incidents in the queue of the resource at that time. The preference for task (item)
is the ratio of the number of tasks executed by the resource and associated to the
product, to the total number of tasks associated to the product.
Completion time of the task is used to compute the ratings. A sigmoid function
considering the mean completion times for incidents of a product are computed. For
predicting ratings, only a subset of incidents where one single resource has worked on
it, is considered. Overall 3460 process instances supported by 346 unique resources
or owners, are considered. Event logs involving multiple resources, do not provide
clarity on the time spent by each resource on an incident and hence are not used.
The number of neighbors k, for predicting rating is set to 5. The mean absolute
errors for completion time with and without context is shown in Table 5.1. The MAE
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and RMSE reduces when additional contextual dimensions are used to predict the
rating of tasks. The cumulative percentage distribution of absolute error between
the predicted and actual ratings, with and without context is shown in Figure 5.9.
Use of contextual dimensions results in larger percentage of predictions with lower
absolute errors (80% of the data has absolute error less than 2.0).
CARS MAE RMSE Mann-Whitney
U Test with
baseline
〈Resource, Product〉 (baseline) 1.571 2.07 -
〈Resource, Product, T imeOfDay〉 1.366 2.01 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Product, Preference〉 1.346 2.04 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Product,Workload〉 1.466 1.90 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Product, T ime, Preference〉 1.287 1.96 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Product, T ime,Workload〉 1.30 2.01 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Product, Pref,Workload〉 1.30 1.98 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Product, T ime, Pref,Workload〉 1.26 1.95 p < 0.01
Table 5.1: Results of using contextual dimensions to predict performance out-
comes for event log 1
Figure 5.9: Cummulative percentage distribution of absolute error for event log
1
5.7.4 Financial Institute Event logs
The second study uses event logs of 2012 edition of BPI challenge (event log 2),
taken from a Dutch financial institute [116]. The event log represents an application
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process for a personal loan or overdraft. The loan amount requested by the customer
is indicated as an attribute in the logs. While there are over 1000 event types or
activities present in the log, event types that indicate manual effort exerted by the
bank’s staff are evaluated. The manual effort is limited to 6 task types (associated to
each activity). Task name and amount of loan requested are used as task attributes.
The loan amount is categorized into 7 bins (based on the counts of loan applications).
There is no additional information about the resource. Resource who have executed
at least 100 tasks in the months of February and March are considered. Hence,
there are 2709 process instances and 39 resources. Number of neighbors is set to 5.
Workload of a resource at a specific time and preference of a resource to a task is
computed from the log. Preference of a resource to a task is computed as the ratio of
the number of tasks of the task type completed by this resource to the total number
of tasks of the same task type completed by all resources. The rating is computed
based on the completion times of task (activity and loan amount are considered
as task or item attributes). The rating of a task for a resource with and without
contextual information is predicted and MAE, RMSE as indicated in Table 5.2 are
computed. The cumulative percentage distribution of absolute error between the
predicted and actual ratings, without context, with different contextual dimensions
(time of the day, workload, time of the day and workload) is shown in Figure 5.10.
Adding workload as context, does improve the MAE but marginally. The absolute
errors are lowest when time of the day is used as context, with 80% of the data
having the absolute error less than 3.0.
CARS MAE RMSE Mann-Whitney
U Test with
baseline
〈Resource, Task〉 (baseline) 2.00 2.51 -
〈Resource, Task, T imeOfDay〉 1.73 2.16 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Task, Preference〉 1.78 2.12 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Task,Workload〉 1.98 2.46 p < 0.05
〈Resource, Task, T ime,Workload〉 1.84 2.06 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Task, T ime, Pref〉 1.71 2.10 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Task, Pref,Workload〉 1.76 2.08 p < 0.01
〈Resource, Task, T ime, Pref,Workload〉 1.85 2.16 p < 0.01
Table 5.2: Results of using contextual dimensions to predict performance out-
comes for event log 2
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Figure 5.10: Cummulative percentage distribution of absolute error for event
log 2
5.7.5 Discussion
The results of evaluation indicate that the ratings of a task for a resource are influ-
enced by context. The results for event log 1 demonstrate a decrease in MAE and
RMSE with the addition of each of the contextual dimensions. Adding all contextual
dimensions reduces MAE. In event log 2, addition of contextual information such
as time of the day, preference decreases MAE. However, addition of workload has
a marginal reduction in MAE and inclusion of all contextual dimensions has higher
MAE compared to single dimensions such as preference or time of the day. While
context improves the MAE, selection of contextual dimensions needs to be adapted
to the relevant business process. For the evaluation, event logs were analyzed for a
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time period of 3 months or less, and hence this is limited as CARS requires suffi-
ciently large data that captures ratings in varying situations. Measuring and using
additional contextual dimensions on a larger event log would be a useful activity.
The models built for evaluation do not contain any domain specific contextual di-
mensions (due to lack of any additional information other than the log). It would
be useful to build a model that includes domain specific contextual dimensions.
In real-world recommender systems, there could be a possibility that none of
the resources are suitable for a task in their specific context. The task would be
rated low for all resources. Such a situation could lead to a task not being picked
up or completed on time. For handling such scenarios, additional alert mechanisms
have to be built into the service system, to identify tasks that have rating below a
specific threshold for all the active resources.
5.7.6 Threats to Validity
Threats to external validity concerns the generalization of the results from the study.
This threat has been limited, by evaluating two different real-life processes and
their event logs. Limitations of using event logs and lack of domain information
(section 3.5), does impact the ability to provide a comprehensive list of contextual
dimensions. Threats to internal validity arise when there are errors or biases. In
this study, standard definitions of resource behavior metrics, case attributes and
the ranking function have been used. There are no instrumentation errors related
to changes in measuring dependent variable, as the ranking function computed on
the training and test data is the same. The choice of measurements is considered
as a threat to construct validity. Appropriate measures such as mean absolute
error and root mean squared error, commonly used to measure the performance of
recommender systems, have been used in the study.
5.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter shows how history of past task executions and their associated contexts
can be mined to provide guidance in recommending suitable tasks to resources.
Research in the past has analyzed resource behavior or context, but in isolation.
The work presented in this chapter, uses context in conjunction with outcomes and
provides guidance by using as input, outcomes of similar resources in similar context.
Real-world event logs are used to extract resource context and discover influence of
the context on performance outcome of tasks. It is however important to evaluate
the interplay of contextual dimensions and their impact on the performance outcome
for each business process. In the study, workload does not play a significant role
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in predicting outcome ratings in event log 2 (financial institute) but reduces the
prediction error for the event log 1 (IT incident management). This dissertation




A large body of work addresses the problem of resource allocation by considering
resources to have homogeneous performance or efficiency [9], [52]–[56]. However, in
practice team leads and managers allocate tasks by recognizing and learning charac-
teristics of resources and their behavior, as it impacts their efficiency. A dispatching
system capable of (machine) learning the influence of resource behavior (or context),
on task allocation and process performance would be essential. This chapter, presents
multiple machine learning methods that use context, task, and resource attributes as
input features to analyze the influence of these features on the process outcome.
Such methods can be used to identify contextual factors that impact the performance
outcome.
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6.1 Introduction
Push based task allocation is commonly used in business processes having stringent
contractual agreements on completion times, such as IT data center operations. A
dispatcher, who could be a system or a person, is responsible for allocating the tasks
of the process to relevant human resources or knowledge workers. The effectiveness
(or even optimality) of resource allocation decisions (i.e., decisions on what resources
to allocate to each process task) becomes one of the critical determinants of pro-
cess performance. Event logs with with performance measures and process context
can be a rich source of information for resource allocation recommendations. Con-
text based recommendations, described in Chapter 5, requires a large amount of
event data to be collected for many resources and contexts. When the past pro-
cess execution data is limited, or when resources keep changing, allocation patterns
need to be identified, to make allocation decisions. In this chapter, I propose an
approach to support resource allocation decisions by learning allocation rules con-
sidering process context and process performance data from past process executions.
The notion of process context plays a key role in this decision making. As
discussed earlier, process context is defined as that body of exogenous knowledge
potentially relevant to the execution of the process that is available at the start of the
execution of the process, and that is not impacted/modified via the execution of the
process (in general, exogenous knowledge impacting the execution of a process can
be dynamic, changing during the execution of the process, but the focus on only the
knowledge that holds at the start of the execution of a process is a simplifying as-
sumption). The process context can impact resource allocation decisions in a variety
of ways. Consider a document printing process that takes as input a document and
goes through a series of steps resulting in the document being printed. During office
hours, the process might allocate a high-throughput (and high carbon-footprint)
printer to the print task, but allocate a slower (but lower carbon-footprint) printer
outside of office hours. The differential resourcing of the print task is driven by
the context (specifically the time of day) which does not form part of the process
data (generated or consumed by the process) but is exogenous. Process context
includes resource behavior (described in section 2.2.3, as resource behavior is typi-
cally not determined, impacted, or provided as input to the execution of a process,
and thus correctly belongs to the process context). Thus, for handling an insurance
claim from a high priority customer, we might allocate an experienced employee as
a resource (the experience or other attributes of employees do not form part of the
process data - they are neither generated, impacted or consumed by the process - but
have a bearing on the execution of the process). It may be noted that processes can
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always be re-designed to incorporate context dimensions as process inputs, but such
an approach is not particularly useful given the complexity of the process designs
that it would result in (consider, for example, the complexity of a process design
that incorporates XOR branches for each distinct resourcing modality for a task).
The proposed approach involves the use of two data mining techniques: (1) Decision
tree learning and (2) the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm. With the former,
process context and a history of past process instances (each instance consisting of
set of tasks executed, the relevant process data and a set of outcomes or performance
indicators) are considered to compute a decision tree which enables in predicting the
performance of a process instance. The decision tree thus obtained can also be used
to extract rules correlating contextual knowledge with process data when the intent
is to guarantee a certain set of outcomes (in other words, a certain performance pro-
file). Given that resource characteristics typically form part of the process context,
these rules can be valuable in determining the attributes of the resources necessary
for achieving desired performance. With the k-NN approach, k-NN regression is
used to determine from the nearest neighbors of a process instance, those values of
the process context (and particularly those that characterize resources) that would
likely lead to the desired outcomes. The evaluation of the approach is presented
using both a real-world dataset and a synthetic dataset.
The approach proposed is of considerable practical value. Conventionally, the
decision taken by a project or team lead (in many practical process resourcing set-
tings) is based on human judgment, experience and on her implicit understanding
of the context. Consequently, resource allocation activity is subjective and relies on
the experience of a project or team lead. Automated, data-driven support can be
used to reduce human errors and aid human judgement.
6.2 Example
For the purpose of illustration, an example process that is adopted throughout this
chapter is presented. Consider a process that supports enhancements to an existing
enterprise resource planning application with feature requests from customers. En-
hancements are small incremental changes that are made to an existing application.
Examples include adding a new report, updating a web page and so on. Figure 6.1
illustrates the business process. The process starts with a ‘Developer’ understand-
ing the requirements and creating a technical design or specification (task ‘Create
Technical Specification’). A ‘Reviewer’ reviews the design (task ‘Review Design’).
After the review, a decision is made to either rework on the design or proceed with
the implementation of the feature and test it (‘Rework Design’ or ‘Implement and
Test’ respectively). This is followed by review of the code by the reviewer (‘Review
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Code’). A decision is made to either rework on the code or end the process if there
are no major updates required in the implementation. If there are changes required,
the developer reworks on the code (‘Rework Code’) and ends the process.
In this process, there are certain attributes, defined as a part of the process de-
sign: the enhancement complexity indicating the complexity of the work, technology
module (e.g. database updates, web page update or creating a new report) and the
resources authorized to work on these tasks based on their roles and capabilities.
There are certain aspects that are dependent on the environment or situation dur-
ing process execution: the utilization of reviewer at a specific instance of time (the
number of other design or code review tasks the reviewer is currently working or
number of tasks waiting in the queue of the reviewer), the preference of a developer
to work on a given type of enhancement and the collaboration of the developer with
the reviewer. These aspects do impact the process execution but are not modeled as
a part of the design and become contextual characteristics of a process instance or
resource. In this process, if the implementation (or development) of an enhancement
for a module had been handled by one developer in the past, then it is preferable to
allocate a similar enhancement work to that developer. Contextual characteristics
of the resource and process instance are considered during task allocation and forms
a part of the experience gained by person allocating tasks.
Process outcomes are another important aspect that are defined and need to
be assessed during execution. In this process, there is a goal set for the completion
time of the process: A simple enhancement should take no more than 2 days and a
complex enhancement type should take no more than 5 days. A process instance may
be successful or may fail in meeting the goal. The approach presented in dissertation,
uses the process outcome, process instance attributes, contextual characteristics of
the process instance and resources involved to discern allocation rules .
Figure 6.1: Process model to make enhancements to an enterprise application
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6.3 General Setting
In this section, the notion of process context and the key data items that are used
by the data mining machinery is detailed. The intent of process context is to cap-
ture the knowledge/data that does not fall under the ambit of the traditional notion
of process data (or process attributes) but can be an important determinant of the
performance of a process instance. It is critical that only exogenously determined
data (i.e., determined not by the process but by the “rest of the world”) consti-
tute the process context. In contrast, process attributes (or process data) include
endogenously determined elements (i.e., attributes whose values are determined via
the execution of the process) as well data provided as input to the process. In gen-
eral, the process context can be dynamic, i.e., exogenously determined knowledge
relevant to the process might change while the process executes. For the purposes
of this dissertation, a simplifying assumption is made, that only the context that
holds at the start of the execution of the process is of interest. In this work, process
context is defined to contain exogeneous information of the process that includes re-
source behavior. Thus the experience of a ‘developer’ is part of the process context
in the example in the previous section. Contextual knowledge unrelated to resources
can also be of interest. For instance, a history of process executions of a insurance
claim handling process might suggest that these tend to perform poorly (in terms of
completion time, cost or number of problem escalations) during periods of financial
market volatility. Thus financial market volatility might be an important contex-
tual dimension that determines the performance of the claim handling process. In
this dissertation, the term contextual dimension and contextual attribute are used
interchangeably - attribute is a term that is widely accepted in the business process
modeling community, while dimension is commonly used when context is referred
to in other domains such as e-commerce and ubiquitous computing.
The context can be of two types i) generic and relevant to all processes and ii)
domain specific [83]. Some of the generic contextual characteristics defined in [83],
are reusable across processes, while the domain specific contextual characteristics
need to be identified by a domain experts.
Process context is modeled by a set of attribute-value pairs C. Other approaches
to modeling the context are possible, such as truth-functional assertions in an appro-
priate logic, but this approach is quite general, and the overall framework remains
valid even if alternative representation schemes are adopted, for the context. The
knowledge about the resources available to a process is also part of the contextual
knowledge that can brought to bear (resource attributes are typically not part of
process data, and hence satisfy the definition of what can be deemed to be contextual
knowledge). As resources are the critical entities in task allocation, for convenience,
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knowledge about resources is denoted as Cr ⊆ C and to denote those parts of con-
textual knowledge that do not pertain to resources by Cp where Cp = C−Cr. A set
of attribute-value pairs X is used to denote process data in the usual sense, i.e., data
provided as input to a process, data modified or impacted by a process and data
generated as output by a process. The signature of X (i.e., the schema for process
data) is associated with a process design while an actual set of attribute-value pairs
are associated with a process instance. A is used to denote the set of all activities
that form part of a process design. Finally, I am interested in the (non-functional)
outcomes (or performance) of a process (the aim is to predict these for a process
instance, and to provision processes to achieve desired outcomes). A set of non-
functional attributes (or QoS factor)-value pairs O is used, to denote the outcome
of a given process instance. The signature of O is associated with a process design,
and represents the set of non-functional attributes that can be used to assess the
performance of an instance of that design.
The approach relies on being able to mine an execution history represented by a
set of process instances and their associated process contexts. On occasion, a record
of a partially-executed process instance is also leveraged for determining the best
resource to allocate to process task (based on knowledge mines from the the execu-
tion history).
Definition 1. Process Instance A process instance is a tuple
PI = 〈vx, va, C, vo〉, where:
• vx = (v1x, . . . vix) ⊆ X, is a set of attribute-value pairs representing available
process data for that instance.
• vo = (v1o , . . . vjo) ⊆ O, is a set of 〈non-functional-attribute, value〉 pairs or
outcomes.
• va = (ai|ai ∈ A ∧ fexecuted(ai) = true), set of activities that were executed in
that process instance, (fexecuted(ai) = true) => activity ai was executed in the
process.
• C, is a set of attribute-value pairs of the process context
6.4 Proposed Approach
The approach consists of three phases: the modeling phase, the data extraction
phase and the learning phase (see Fig. 6.2). The modeling phase involves defining
the process instance (process data, process activities, process context and process
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Figure 6.2: Approach for context-aware analysis of resource allocations
outcome). The data extraction phase, involves using historical process execution
logs to extract the process instance data. Relevant performance outcome measures
such as completion time of the task or quality of the task are extracted or derived
from the event logs. In the learning and prediction phase, the intent is to pro-
vide data-enabled decision support for allocating resources to process tasks. This is
achieved in two ways: (1) By applying decision tree learning and (2) By deploying
the k-nearest neighbor algorithm.
Decision tree learning: The key problem to solve is as follows. Given:
• An execution history of process instances and their associated process at-
tributes as defined above and
• A description of the process context as defined above,
Compute:
• A decision tree which enables us to predict the performance of a process in-
stance.
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Given the decision tree that is mined, the following questions can be answered:
• Given a specification of context and process data, predict the performance of
the process.
• Extract rules from the decision tree that identify what states of the context
and what process data are likely to lead to a given process outcome. These
rules provide important guidance in process provisioning decisions.
In both the above modes of leveraging the decision tree that is learnt, I rely on
the important observation that the context often contains detailed knowledge about
the resources that might potentially be used in a process instance. The knowledge
about resource-task pairs is represented, in the context. For example the experience
of the resource used for the ‘Implement and test’ task is represented as a separate
context attribute as compared to the experience of a reviewer performing the ‘Review
Design’ task. The resource context attributes tells us what the experience of the
developer was when performing a specific task, independent of the identity of the
specific individual and not about resources in isolation (e.g., a specific person, or a
specific machine).
First, process instances are clustered using the process attributes (vx) and pro-
cess activities (va, indicating the path of the process). Clustering, groups the process
instances in a way that similar clusters have similar process attributes and execu-
tion paths. The process attribute values are used as features. The process execution
path can be encoded as features in multiple ways [137]. A frequency based encoding
is used where each feature represents the activity and the value of the feature is the
frequency of the activity in the case. Two-step clusteringa method is used, as it is
capable of handling both categorical and numerical data, and identifies the optimal
number of clusters from the data. However, any Gaussian mixture model based
clustering with a suitable distance metric to identify (dis)similar process instances
can be used [138]. The intent behind clustering is to mine decision trees only from
clusters of similar process instances, and not from across the board.
The next step is to generate a decision tree model using the outcome(s) (vo)
as the target variable(s) and context attributes as predictor/independent variables
(C). The approach is best illustrated in the example in Figure 6.3. The leaf node
of decision tree in Figure 6.3 is the process outcome. At each branch, a branch-
ing criterion is used for determining which predictor variable is best suited to split
process instances. At the first branch, experience of the resource working on ‘Im-
plement and Test’ is used to split the process instances. 49.6% of the process
instances have the value ImplementationTask.ResourceExperience <= 0 (rep-
resenting lower experienced resource). The remaining 50.4% of the instances have
ahttp://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss
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ImplementationTask.ResourceExperience > 0 (representing higher experienced
resource). The next split of the tree, is based on the process context ‘caseHandling’
which indicates if the same reviewer is performing the the ‘Review Design’ and ‘Re-
view Code’ task. The percentage of process instances having a specific value of the
process outcome, is available at each node. The next predictor used for splitting the
tree is the workload of the developer working on the ‘Implementation and Test’ task.
There are additional splits based experience of the resource working on the ‘Review
Design’ (the branches further on, have not been detailed due to lack of space). Given
the attributes of a resource-task pair, the tree helps predict the process outcome. In
Figure 6.3, if enhancementType = complex and if the experience of the developer
is low and the reviewers of the design task and code are different (represented by
the branch caseHandling ≤ 0), then the probability of meeting the service level is
low 15%, (0.43 ∗ 0.35 = 0.15).
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN): This approach is one of the options available when
the intent is to provide decision support for allocating resources to process tasks
in partially executed process instances. The process data, the sequence of tasks
executed thus far in the process instance and the desired outcomes (assignments of
values to non-functional attributes), are provided as input. The k-nearest neighbor
algorithm [98] identifies past process instances that are similar to the current in-
stance. k-NN regression is used to identify the contextual conditions (specifically,
those parts of the context that represent knowledge about the resource-task pairs)
which would lead to the desired outcome/performance of the instance. k-NN re-
gression thus provides the attributes of the resource to be deployed for a given task.
Using the same setting as the example in Figure 6.3, k-NN regression might tell,
based on neighbors most similar in terms of process data and the partial sequence
of tasks executed, that using a developer with less workload is most likely to lead
to a good outcome (in this case, service level being met). k-NN regression relies on
averaging attribute values of the nearest neighbors. For discrete-valued attributes,
a majority voting of the nearest neighbors is used.
6.5 Evaluation
This section presents two evaluations: first, using synthetic execution logs and sec-
ond, using a subset of a real-world event log. Evaluation of the synthetic data aims
to verify the ability of using the approach to discover context dependent task al-
location rules. The real-world data is used to validate the possibility of extracting
context and gain insights using event logs.
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6.5.1 Evaluation using simulated process instances
The synthetic data is created by simulating process instances of enterprise applica-
tion enhancement process, described in Section 6.2. The context comprises of the
process context Cp and resource context Cr.
Attributes of Cp = {enhancementSpecification, customerT imeZone, caseHandling}
enhancementSpecification captures how well the specification has been defined by
the customer. If the customers have provided clear requirements (= true), the de-
sign specification would be well defined. A false value, indicates low clarity and
hence, the specification would need to be refined at multiple stages during the en-
hancement.
customerT imeZone is the difference in number of hours between time zone of the
customer and the time zone of the development team.
caseHandling is a domain specific context attribute and is set to true, if the re-
viewer who reviewed the design, reviews the implemented code and is set to false
if they are two different reviewers.
Attributes of Cr = {Experience, Preference, Collaboration, Utilization}
Context of a resource includes availability, competency, experience, collaboration
sensitivity, age, gender and so on [83]. Further, some of these resource contextual
characteristics include behavior of the resource such as utilization, preference and
collaboration have been identified and measured in the previous work [13], [57], and
described in section 2.2.3.
The schema for process data is given by
X = {complexity,moduleName}
The complexity can be set to ‘complex’ or ‘simple’ and is decided based a well de-
fined set of information provided by the customer and moduleName indicates the
business module that needs a change: supply chain, financial module, account man-
agement and so on.
O = {completionT ime,metServiceLevel}
completionT ime is the time taken for the process to complete. metServiceLevel
refers to meeting the service levels defined for a customer. In the example scenario,
if the enhancement is complex, then the metServiceLevel is true if
completionT ime ≤ 5d, (d indicating days), and if the enhancement type is simple,
then metServiceLevel is true if completionT ime ≤ 2d.








Figure 6.3: Decision tree depicting one path from root node to leaf nodes for
‘complex’ enhancements predicting ‘metServiceLevel’
Process Instances generated for the model
A simulation model is used to generate process instances based on the example
process. Gaussian distribution functions are used to generate values for the context
of process, resources and process attributes. The completion time is generated by
considering the context and attributes of the process as indicated in code listing 1.
The input µcomplex, σcomplex, µsimple, σsimple are the mean and standard deviation of
the completion time for tasks with high and low complexity, respectively. There
is additional randomness added to the generation of completion time to imitate
real-world settings. Ten thousand process instances are simulated. The generated
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process instance data is used to evaluate resource allocation rules using decision tree
learning and k-nearest neighbor methods.
Input: ProcessInstance, µcomplex, σcomplex, µsimple, σsimple
Output: completionT ime
c = getNextGaussianValue()
if c ≤ 0.4 then
complexity = complex




completionT ime = µsimple + getNextGaussianV alue() ∗ σsimple
end
if complexity = complex then
if designReviewWorkload = high then
completionT ime+ = getRandomV alueInRange(0, 0.15) ∗ µcomplex
end
if ImplementationWorkload = high then
completionT ime+ = getRandomV alueInRange(0, 0.10) ∗ µcomplex
end
if noCaseHandling then
completionT ime+ = getRandomV alueInRange(0, 0.15) ∗ µcomplex
end
if ImplementationExperience = high then
completionT ime+ = getRandomV alueInRange(0, 0.25) ∗ µcomplex
end
//additional updates to completion time based on other attributes
end
if complexity = simple then
if ImplementationPreference = high then
completionT ime+ = getRandomV alueInRange(0, 0.15) ∗ µsimple
end
if ImplementationWorkload = high then
completionT ime+ = getRandomV alueInRange(0, 0.25) ∗ µsimple
end
if customerT imeZone > 6 then
completionT ime+ = getRandomV alueInRange(0, 0.25) ∗ µsimple
end
if ImplementationExperience = high then
completionT ime+ = getRandomV alueInRange(0, 0.07) ∗ µsimple
end
//additional updates to completion time based on other attributes
end
Code Listing 1: Computing completion time of simulated process instances
Decision tree learning: This step starts with clustering the process instances
based on process attributes. The process instances are clustered based on a pro-
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Predictor Predictor Importance
Implementation Task.Resource Experience 0.329
Case Handling (Same reviewer for review de-
sign and review code)
0.183
Implementation Task.Resource Workload 0.11
Review Design Task.Resource Experience 0.10
Customer Timezone 0.08
Table 6.1: Importance of predictor with metServiceLevel as the target for ‘com-
plex’ enhancement
cess attribute complexity indicating if the enhancement is simple or complex. A
decision tree is built with the metServiceLevel as the target variable and context as
predictor. Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID) algorithm is used
to construct the decision tree [139]. Table 6.1 shows the predictor importance. The
most important predictor is the experience of the resource performing the ‘Imple-
ment and Test’ task. The other resource context variables such as workload of the
resource performing the implementation task, the experience of the reviewer working
on the ‘Review Design’ task enable predicting the process outcome. The decision
tree model (Figure 6.3) predicts the outcome with 64% accuracy. Table 6.2 presents
the model evaluation metrics. The task allocation rules can be derived from the
decision tree [140]. Production rules derived from the decision tree, can be much
smaller than the number of leaves in the decision tree and are determined by filtering
paths that are redundant or paths that do not improve the accuracy significantly.
One of the production rules for task allocation would be:
if(complexity = complex) ∧ (Experience.ImplementationAndTest = HIGH) ∧
(CaseHandling = true) ∧ (Workload.ImplementationAndTest < 1)
then (metServciceLevel = true)
The variable Experience.ImplementationAndTest implies the value ‘Experience’,
of the resource performing ‘Implementation and test’ activity.
Decision tree can be trained for the other cluster of process instances based on
the process attribute complexity = simple. The predictor importance, the evalua-
tion measures for complexity = complex and complexity = simple are presented in
Table 6.3, and Table 6.4 respectively. Note that the predictor importance changes
and hence, the resource allocation rules derived from the decision tree would be
different.
Dataset Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Train 60.7 69.68 64.9 60.27
Test 57.29 64.82 60.82 58.46
Table 6.2: Decision tree prediction metrics for ‘complex’ enhancement
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Predictor Predictor Importance
Implementation Task.Resource Workload 0.315
Implementation Task.Resource Preference 0.29
Customer Timezone 0.11
Case Handling (Same reviewer for reviews
design and review code)
0.07
Table 6.3: Importance of predictor with metServiceLevel as the target for ‘sim-
ple’ enhancement
Dataset Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Train 59.3 53.4 56.25 58.99
Test 63.04 54.23 58.3 59.696
Table 6.4: Decision tree prediction metrics for ‘simple’ enhancement
K-Nearest Neighbor: Another useful scenario would be in supporting the
decision of task allocation, during process execution. In this scenario, a process
may have executed partially (or is in its initial state). The new executing process
instance and the target outcome of the executing process are given as input. In
the example, the input is provided as complexity = ‘complex′, T imezone = 3 and
completionT ime = 3d. The input values are matched against past process instances.
K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (K-NN), is used to find process instances that are
closest to the current process execution instance. There are distance functions that
consider continuous and categorical data. Categorical values are transformed to use
Euclidean distance function. For evaluation, Euclidean distance measure (described
in Chapter 2), is used. Statistical packages such as SPSSb [141] provide an estimate
of K. For the experiment, K is set to 5.
The context values of the nearest neighbors (average for continuous values and
majority voting for discrete values), is used as input to find the matching resources.
Table 6.5 shows the key context attributes required for the complex enhancement
(process attribute) and an outcome or completionTime = 3 days and additional
information of timezone=3hours (process context). The matching resource can be
identified by selecting resources with the same experience, workload and preference.
A similar K-NN model, used for a process requiring enhancement that is ‘simple’
with an outcome or completionTime =2 days, indicates that resource with lower
experience and higher preference is capable of meeting the outcome. Hence, resource
context required for a process outcome varies with the process attribute values.
bhttp://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/modeler/















1 HIGH HIGH 1 0.11
1 HIGH HIGH 1 0.64
1 HIGH LOW 0 0.14
1 LOW HIGH 0 0.68
1 LOW HIGH 2 0.78
Table 6.5: Nearest neighbors and resource recommendations for complex en-
hancement with 3 days as completionTime
6.5.2 Evaluation using real-world event log
The approach is evaluated on a real-world event log. To this end, the logs from
the BPI Challenge of 2013 [133] is used. The data set comprises of logs from an IT
incident management system. An incident is created when there is an issue in the
IT application. Each incident or issue, has an associated impact and relates to a
product of the enterprise. A resource or worker, is allocated the task of resolving
the incident.
Lack of information about the domain, limits the ability to model process at-
tributes or the context of the process. Hence, the process context model is limited
to generic attributes such as TimeOfDay of the incident. The process attributes
are the impact of the incident and product associated with the incident. The orga-
nization involved in resolving the incident is available. The support team is divided
into ‘1st’, ‘2nd’ and ‘3rd’ levels. The resource context is derived from event logs.
Resource behavior measures that are computed from event logs, is used for capturing
the resource context. The contextual dimensions used are computed as follows:
• Preference: It is the ratio of the number of incidents associated to a product
that the resource has worked on in the past to the total number of incidents
the resource has worked on.
• Utilization: the number of incidents that the resource worked on the past five
days. This indicates how busy the resource has been.
• Experience: the experience of a resource is derived based on the assumption
that a resource who has solved incidents that belong to support teams ‘2nd’ or
‘3rd’, is experienced [117]. This information is derived by counting the number
of incidents a resource has solved that belonged to support teams 2nd or 3rd
(representing levels). If the resource has solved these incidents, then it is likely
their experience is higher than resources who have not.
The evaluation is done on a subset of the instances where a single resource
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resolves an incident. Event logs involving multiple resources, do not provide clarity
the time spent by each resource on the incident and hence is not used. These account
for 3460 incidents.
The process outcome is based on the completion time. A target binary variable
is set to 1 if the completion time of the incident is lower than a threshold, and
set to 0, if the completion time is higher than the threshold . A decision tree is
built using the process attributes and context. The prediction accuracy and f1
score are presented in Table 6.6. Table 6.7 presents the predictor importance for
the process outcome. The utilization of the resource impacts the outcome, followed
by the preference and experience of the resource. The impact of the incident, is a
process attribute, that influences the outcome. Experience of the resource has lower
importance in the model. In this model, only two categories of experience levels
(Low, High), were defined, based on the support team the resource belonged to.
Dataset Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Train 62.3 81.96 70.75 80.96
Test 58.63 78.49 67.13 78.49
Table 6.6: Prediction metrics for the incident management logs containing pro-






Table 6.7: Importance of predictor with metServiceLevel as the target
There could be several other factors, that could influence the outcome, which
have not been used for the evaluation of real-world event log. This requires access to
additional information in the event logs and additional domain specific information.
However, the current results indicate, that process context has an impact on the
process outcome.
6.6 Threats to Validity
In this section, the limitation of the study with respect of construct validity, internal
validity, and external validity, is identified. Construct validity denotes that the
variables are measured correctly. The dependent variable (meeting service level)
and independent variables (resource behavior, process context) have been studied
previously. Standard metrics have been used to compute these features from event
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log. External validity concerns the generalization of the results from this study.
The study was conducted using a generated synthetic log and one real-life event log.
While insights can be drawn from the study, I do not claim that these results can
be generalized. Further studies need to be conducted on other real-life event logs to
affirm generalizability of the results. However, the results serve as the basis of using
context when learning dispatching policies. Lack of information about the domain
and the logs limits the ability of having a comprehensive list of input features or
independent variables (as discussed in section 3.5). Internal validity is established for
a study if it is free from systematic errors and biases. The real-life event log contained
data collected over a period of 4 months. During this measurement interval, issues
that can affect internal validity such as mortality (resources leaving the organization)
could have occurred. However, since generic resource behavior measures are used,
the impact of this threat is limited.
6.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter shows how a history of past process instances and their associated
contexts can be mined to provide guidance in resource allocation decisions for a
currently executing process instance. The work presented in this dissertation, uses
resource context in conjunction with additional task context and outcome. There
are multiple advantages of this scenario: i) in a push based dispatching system,
an approach such as this would be useful in analyzing the resource context and
making relevant recommendations. ii) It would be useful to get insights on the
situations or process and resource context that either lead to a successful or failed
process outcome. Such insight can be used to re-engineer and consider important
contextual dimensions as a part of the process design. In the method, process and
resource context have to be defined by domain experts that requires experience and
deep understanding of the process execution. The next chapter, explores a method




Process logs contain textual information with comments or notes added by re-
sources, when performing tasks. Earlier studies have used textual information in
process logs to identify suitable teams [75], predict deviant cases [69], and determine
repetitive problems or solutions related to IT incidents [91], [92]. Not much work
has been done in mining process context from textual data. This chapter presents a
method of using the textual information to identify context that could impact pro-
cess outcome. The work presented here is semi-automatic, filtering large amount
of textual information, thus enabling a domain expert to manually categorize small
amount of text snippets as context.
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7.1 Introduction
Observing and analyzing impact of the context of a process or the environmen-
tal factors, on its execution outcome helps adapting and improving the process.
Dourish [82], has presented two views of context (detailed in section 2.5). First, a
representational view: context is a form of information that is stable, can be de-
fined for an activity and is separable from the activity. Here, context is information
described using a set of dimensions that can be observed and collected. Second, an
interactional view: context is a property of information that may make it a context
depending on the activity, can be dynamically defined and is produced by the ac-
tivity. Modeling of context considers the representational view, which is termed as
explicit context: information that is identified by domain experts and can be defined
a priori. However, there are some situations that arise as a part of performing a task
or an activity (interactional view), and may not be known a priori. These implicit
contextual dimensions need to be discovered from various sources of information.
Saidani et al. [16] define a meta-model of context for a business process. The
meta-model comprises of context entity, context attributes and context relation-
ships. A domain expert can define a context model based on the meta-model and
the contextual information can be observed from the process execution logs. For
example, in the loan management application, a domain expert would indicate that
the time of submitting the loan application is a contextual information, as the pro-
cess path and outcome could vary depending on month of the financial year. The
previous chapters have focused on learning and predicting using explicit process con-
text extracted from structured information in event logs. Consider another example
of an IT application maintenance process where, a problem ticket could contain the
name of the application facing a glitch or issue, the severity of the issue and other
details. Additional data, such as the knowledge worker or resource assigned to work
on the problem ticket, the time the issue is created, are used to compute contextual
dimensions such as the experience of the resource working on the ticket, the shift
time when the issue was created. The process performance and behavior is analyzed
based on the contextual dimensions. The contextual dimensions for the analysis are
defined by domain experts. The term ‘contextual dimensions’ is used in line with
existing literature on context aware recommender systems [14]. These dimensions
are characterized as explicit contextual dimensions.
In practice, there are additional implicit contextual dimensions that arise from
the task and could impact the process performance. For example, when performing
the task of resolving an IT problem ticket, the resource may find that certain legacy
applications require much more time as multiple interlinked applications need to be
restarted, while an application using web services takes less time as it requires restart
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of just that specific web service. This information is implicit and once identified, the
process re-design could assign different resolution times based on the new contextual
dimension called ‘application type’ with two values - legacy application or service-
oriented application. The source of identifying the underlying implicit context can
be from unstructured information available as textual comments that are recorded
during the process execution indicating, restarting of several related applications for
a legacy application.
In this dissertation, the problem of exploiting unstructured textual data to dis-
cover implicit context is studied. In the proposed framework, phrases of textual
data are extracted from relevant textual logs of process instances. These phrases or
nuggets of information are clustered. The clusters are semi-automatically pruned by
applying filtering rules considering performance outcome, to arrive at subset of tex-
tual clusters that are likely to relate to implicit contextual information and impact
process outcome. The final decision of the information being a contextual dimen-
sion or not is made by domain experts. To the best of my knowledge, discovery of
process context from unstructured or textual data available with process execution
histories has not been considered so far. To summarize, the following contributions
are made in this chapter:
• Introduce the research problem of mining context from textual information
available during the process execution.
• Propose an unsupervised approach of identifying context, that is strongly sug-
gestive of situations during process execution and salient to domain experts.
• Filter information mined from textual logs by correlating with process out-
comes to identify relevant contextual dimensions.
7.2 Motivating Example
I motivate the problem using the textual information logged in a real-life business
process for maintaining IT applications. Table 7.1, contains textual information
logged by workers or resources involved in the process of maintaining IT applications.
A problem is reported by a customer. The resource or worker allocated to the
task, evaluates the problem, identifies and executes relevant resolution, confirms
with the customer if the problem has been resolved. At every step in the process
of analyzing and resolving the problem, the details are recorded in an incident
management system (process aware information system). Examples in Table 7.1
are representative of typical challenges with textual logs of business processes: i)
varying informativeness from being very brief to very detailed, ii) containing ill
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No. Communication log of the problem tickets recorded by knowl-
edge workers
1 emailed user. waiting for user to get back to me.
emailed user. looking for response.
User confirmed that the issue is not replicated. Hence closing the inci-
dent.
2 Left a voicemail for customer at the number provided in this ticket.
Requested he call option (one) for further assistance.
Validated userid in the portal, made in Synch . Manually made in SYNC
with that of GUI.
Call made both on office phone and cell. Voice sent on cell and office
phone is not reachable.
2nd call made to the customer. No response.. 3rd call made to the
customer.
No response. Call closed due to no prior response from the customer.
3 Userid been unlocked, sent to user, pending confirmation.
pwd sent to user, waiting for response.
Second pwd sent to user,
phone number provided is a warehouse phone number, nobody answers
it.
No response from user, closing the incident..
4 Peformed netmeeting with user and there are no authorization issues.
user is able to run the reports. Training issue.
5 Requested customer to provide error screenshots.
Users requested to logoff and then reopen the browser and then login
again
This is to check whether the users are able to view the required access
or not..
Customer contacted to check whether the login access to portal is OK.
Customer confirmed for successful login. Hence closing the ticket.
6 incorrect logon locks. unlocked the ID and reset the password.
pinged user via IM.
Elli confirmed to close the incident.
7 Password reset done in AAA and BBB for the user and user mailed.
User ID unlocked.
Customer confirmed of logging successfully. Hence closing ticket.
8 Validity date has been reset as per the record and sent to user.
Awaiting confirmation..
Sent a agan for confirmation. Awaiting confirmation. Closing.
9 called, Attributes corrected & mail send to user
10 Received confirmation from user, closing the incident.
Table 7.1: Unstructured textual information captured during IT maintenance
process
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formed sentences with grammatical errors, typographical errors and abbreviations.
The entry numbered 5, has detailed information of the steps taken to resolve the
issue. The entries (9,10), have very limited information and hence are of little value.
The characteristics of the textual information available in the maintenance of four
IT applications is shown in Table 7.2. Textual data is small in terms of the number
of words in a process instance log.
However, these logs reflect some common situations that arise when performing
an activity. For example, ‘Unavailability of the customer’ could be a situation or a
task context, and could impact the time taken to perform the task. The log contains
both, i) information relevant to the specific process or task, and ii) information that
represents context. Hence, the textual data can refer to multiple topics. In the
following section, the background of concepts that can be applied to mine relevant
information from the logs, specifically related to identifying multiple topics from















684 2235 10.25 44.35
Portal 210 1569 14.11 118.02
HR Sys-
tem
490 1482 11.87 41.38
Reporting 832 1267 9.71 20.02
Table 7.2: Characteristics of textual data in process logs of real-life IT applica-
tion maintenance process
7.3 Background
This section presents well known natural language processing techniques that can
be used together to mine contextual information from process logs.
7.3.1 Notations
The textual information logged during the execution of a process instance can be
considered as a text document. Let each document di ∈ D represent textual infor-
mation logged for respective process instance pi ∈ P . Each document could comprise
of information on activities being performed, the actions taken when performing the
activity and the situation or conditions during the execution of the activities. Hence,
document di comprises of one or more topics of the topic set T = {t1, t2 . . . tT} with
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some topics representing the context of the process instance. The problem can be
represented as a multi-label categorization of textual logs.
Further, each document di is represented by smaller constituents that relate to
one or more topics. The smaller constituents or chunks of text are called segments,
which in turn contain one or more sentences. A segment is small enough to contain
information relevant to a single topic. In general, this assumption holds for com-
munication logs containing short descriptions. Hence let Si be the set of segments
of document di, then S =
⋃|D|
i=1 Si, is a set of all segments. The goal is to find the
topics T over S, and further find the topics for each document Ti ⊆ T based on
topics of the segments Si of the document di, and hence the process instance pi
7.3.2 Segmenting Document
The goal of breaking down the document into segments, is to identify smaller con-
stituents that represent distinct information related to tasks or their context. There
are multiple ways of segmenting text. The suitability of the method is based on the
characteristics of the textual information in the process logs.
1. Phrase extraction using parts-of-speech (POS) patterns has been used to ex-
tract text segments [142],[91]. These are similar to regular expression patterns
based on parts of speech. While, pattern based extraction has a high preci-
sion in extracting information, it has low recall as it filters phrases that do not
match the POS pattern. For example, the phrases ‘re-provisioning completed’,
‘has been re-provisioned’ and ‘re-provisioned and sent confirmation’, have the
same information, and yet have different POS tag patterns: ‘VBG VBN’, ‘VBZ
VBN VBN’, ‘VBN CC VBN NN’ respectively (VBN is verb, CC is conjunction,
and NN is noun, based on the listing of POS tags by Penn Treebank Project
[143]). This method of segmentation is suitable when information logged by
process participants is based on a standardized templates.
2. Parse Tree is a rooted tree that represents the syntactic structure of a sentence
based on a grammar. There are two ways of constructing parse trees: 1) con-
stituency relation that is based on phrase structure grammar, 2) dependency
relation that is based on relations among words. Constituency parser can be
used to break down the sentence to extract smaller noun or verb phrases. Noun
and verb phrases can be used as segments of the document. Parse trees are
suitable when there is very sparse data reported by the process participants.
In such scenarios the information extracted, is limited to key actions recorded
during process execution. For example, from the communication log on the
first row in Table 7.1, verb phrases such as ‘emailed user’, ‘waiting for user’,
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Figure 7.1: Constituency and Dependency Parse trees
’looking for response’ can be extracted by using constituency parser. The two
parse trees are illustrated in Figure 7.1.
3. Extractive summarization is an automatic text summarization method that,
produces a summary of the text while retaining key information in a document
[144]. There are two well known methods to summarization i) abstractive
summarization, and ii) extractive summarization. Extractive summarization
identifies important sections of the text and generates them verbatim. Distinct
sentences of the document summary can be used as segments. Summarizing
text is suitable when verbose comments are logged by process participants.
7.3.3 Clustering Methods
The extracted text segments can be categorized and grouped using different cluster-
ing methods. Common clustering methods and their suitability to grouping textual
data available in process logs, is briefly discussed:
1. Topic Modeling Clustering approaches such as latent semantic analysis [145],
probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [146] and latent Dirichlet al-
location (LDA) [113] have been used to identify representative set of words
or topics. These approaches identify topics by exploiting the co-occurrence
of words within documents and are well suited for multi-topic text labeling.
However, they are not suitable for short documents containing limited num-
ber of words and sentences. Hence, while these methods are widely used in
multi-class text categorization, they are unsuitable for textual data available
in process logs.
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2. Partition based clustering such as k-Means, k-Mediods, are the most widely
used class of clustering algorithms [99]. These algorithms form clusters of
data points, by iteratively minimizing a clustering criterion and relocating
data points between clusters until a (locally) optimal partition is attained. An
important requirement of partition based methods is the number of partitions
or ‘k’ as input.
3. Affinity Propagation is one of the recent state-of-the-art clustering methods
that has better clustering performance than partition based approaches such
as k-Means [101]. Affinity propagation identifies a set of ‘exemplars’ and forms
clusters around these exemplars. An exemplar is a data point that represents
itself and some other data points. The input to the algorithm is pair-wise
similarities of data points. Given the similarity matrix, affinity propagation
starts by considering all data points as exemplars and runs through multiple
iterations to maximize the similarity between the exemplar and their member
data points.
7.3.4 Text Similarity
Next, the focus is on the key aspect of any clustering algorithm; the choice of
(dis)similarity function or distance metric between data points (text segment pairs).
A text segment, is represented as a vector and distance functions such as Euclidean
distance or similarity functions such as cosine similarity are used.
1. Bag-of-Words (BOW): Each text segment is represented as vector of word
counts of dimensionality |W |, where W is the entire vocabulary of words.
2. TF-IDF : The bag-of-words representation divided by each word’s document
frequency (number of text segment it occurs). The representation ensures that
commonly occurring words are given lower weight.
3. Neural Bag-of-Words (NBOW): Each text segment is represented as a mean
of the embeddings of words contained in the text segment. The embeddings of
words are obtained using the word2vec tool [147]. The semantic relationships
are retained in vector operations on word vectors, e.g., vec(Paris) - vec(France)
+ vec(Germany) is close to vec(Berlin). Hence, distances between embedded
word vectors can be assumed to have semantic meaning.
4. Word mover distance (WMD): WMD is suitable for short text documents (or
text segments). It uses word2vec embeddings [148]. The word travel cost
(or Euclidean distance), between individual word pairs is used to compute
document distance metric. The distance between the two documents is the
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minimum (weighted) cumulative cost required to move all words from di to
dj. When there are documents with different numbers of words, the distance
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Figure 7.2: Overall approach to identify implicit contextual dimensions
7.4 Overall Approach
Our approach to infer or identify implicit context is organized into multiple steps,
as shown in Figure 7.2. The approach comes down to answering three key questions:
i) What are the common situations and actions taken by the performers of a process
during its execution? ii) How many process instances are related to these situations?
- is this a common or a rare situation? and iii) Are these representative of process
context and do they impact the performance outcome of the process? The steps of
the approach are discussed in detail:
7.4.1 Text Retrieval and Cleansing:
A tuple 〈pid, ppi, text data〉 containing the process instance identifier (pid), the pro-
cess performance indicator (ppi) [149], and the unstructured textual information is
extracted from execution logs. The use of each of these attributes, will be described
in the following steps. The text data for each process instance is referred to as a
document. The document is processed to remove the names of people, IP addresses,
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HTTP addresses, and other textual data such as email signatures, phone numbers,
that would not represent common actions or situations. The cleansing uses named
entity recognizera, to detect person names, organization names. IP addresses, phone
numbers, email addresses are cleaned from the text using regular expression parsers.
7.4.2 Text Segmentation:
In this step the document is broken down into text segments by extracting sum-
maries, or by extracting phrases using constituency parsing. A suitable method is
chosen based on the characteristics of textual log (sparsity, verbosity, or variety), as
described in Section 7.3.2. Hence, we have 〈pid, text segment〉.
7.4.3 Text Preprocessing:
Each text segment goes through standard preprocessing steps i) lemmatization,
where the base form of the words in the text segment are derived (e.g - allocate,
allocation, allocating are replaced by their lemma ‘allocate’). ii) stop word removal,
where very frequent words that are likely to appear in all the documents and contain
little information, are removed.
7.4.4 Clustering
The text segments are clustered using one of the similarity measures described in
Section 7.3.4. This step results in grouping process instances having similar text
segments. The process instance associated to each text segment and its performance
indicator is used to form a tuple 〈pid, cluster id, text segment, ppi〉.
7.4.5 Filtering Clusters
The goal of this step is to identify clusters of text segments, that are important and
useful to a domain expert and help discern contextual dimensions. Two filters can
be applied:
Size Filter: The number of process instances associated with a cluster is a good
indicator of its importance. Intuitively, if the size is very large, then the information
content is a part of normal execution of the task. For example, if the number of
process instances associated to the phrase ‘confirming and closing loan application’
is very large, it is indicative of a normal procedure. Similarly, a cluster containing
very few process instances may not be useful as it may indicate an exception and
has to be handled as a part of the process exception or process error management.
ahttps://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.html
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An upper and lower bound on number of process instances is set to filter clusters.
Process Performance Filter: This filter helps identify clusters that have an im-
pact on the performance indicators of the process. The performance indicators of
a process can be the completion time, the quality outcome of the process, or any
other process indicator as detailed in [149]. To verify if the performance indicators
of the process instances of a cluster are significantly different from other process
instances, two sample groups are considered - i) cluster group, and ii) other group.
Performance indicators of all process instances in a cluster are taken as one sample
(cluster group). Performance indicators of a randomly chosen set of process instances
from other clusters are considered as the second independent sample (other group).
The Mann-Whitney U test [129] is used to compare statistically, the variance in
the performance indicators of the two groups. The test is run with multiple random
samples of other group to reduce false positives or Type 1 error. The Mann-Whitney
U test is one of the powerful nonparametric tests that makes no assumption on the
distribution of data and is relevant for groups with small sample sizes (as clusters
could be containing 10 process instances).
7.4.6 Context Identification
The final step of the approach is a manual verification by domain experts on the
filtered set of clusters. The description in the text segments of filtered clusters
are used by the domain experts to identify contextual situations that impact the
performance of the process.
7.5 Experimental Evaluation
For the purpose of evaluation, first segment based clustering using different clus-
tering methods, and similarity measures is evaluated, on a benchmark data set of
multi-topic documents, as there is no benchmark textual data of business process
available to evaluate the approach. Next, the overall approach detailed in Sec-
tion 7.4, is used on a real-life business process textual log to identify the clusters
that indicate contextual information.
7.5.1 Evaluating Clustering of Text Segments:
The Reuters-21578 text categorization collection is a text categorization benchmark
[150]. The Mode Apte evaluation, is used in which unlabeled documents are removed.
There are 10787 documents that belong to 90 categories. The collection has a
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training set containing 7768 documents and a test set containing 3019 documents.
Two main constraints are set up on the data: 1) each document should be assigned to
at least 3 topics or categories, 2) each category or topic must have at least 1% of the
documents. The training set is used to set the parameters for affinity propagation,
choose K for k-Means, and group text segments into the same number of clusters
as the categories in the collection (68 categories in this case).
The quality of segment based clustering is evaluated on the test data containing
over 900 segments on 95 multi-labeled documents, using the commonly used crite-
rion of precision, recall and F1 measure [151]. Two approaches are used to compute
the measures for multiple categories. The Precision, Recall, F1-measure is com-
puted for each category. Finally, the overall measure is obtained by averaging cat-
egory specific Precision, Recall and F1 measure. This is known as macro-averaging
(PrecM , RecM , F1M). The other approach is based on computing a confusion ma-
trix of all the categories by summing the documents that fall in each of the four
conditioned sets, namely true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false neg-
atives. The Precision, Recall and F1 measure is computed with the overall confusion
matrix. This second measure is known as micro-averaging (Precµ, Recµ, F1µ).
The results are presented in Table 7.3. Text segments for each document are
created by using extractive summaries. As K-Means algorithm is based on Euclidean
distance between two pairs, word mover distance is not evaluated. The results
indicate that using affinity propagation based clustering, provides better F1 scores
as compared to K-Means. Euclidean distance of NBOW and WMD measures result
in higher macro-average and micro-average F1.
Macro-Average Micro-Average
Clustering Similarity PrecM RecM F1M Precµ Recµ F1µ
BOW 0.772 0.442 0.491 0.385 0.490 0.431
K-Means TF-IDF 0.583 0.586 0.534 0.552 0.447 0.495
NBOW 0.665 0.538 0.530 0.55 0.467 0.503
BOW 0.705 0.450 0.448 0.341 0.535 0.417
Affinity
Propagation
TD-IDF 0.648 0.548 0.568 0.614 0.483 0.541
NBOW 0.637 0.626 0.580 0.570 0.516 0.542
WMD 0.652 0.593 0.584 0.631 0.470 0.540
Table 7.3: Comparative evaluation of multi-class categorization for various
distance measures and clustering methods
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7.5.2 Context Mining from Text Logs
The overall approach of identifying contextual information is evaluated on the IT
maintenance process of three different applications of a large media and entertain-
ment organization. The textual data recorded varies significantly for different ap-
plication domains such as security, human resources, finance and web portal. The
process consists of four main tasks: 1) customer creates an application problem
ticket, 2) the worker acknowledges the receipt the ticket, 3) the worker analyzes the
issue and resolves the problem, 4) on resolving the problem, the worker confirms
with the user, and 5) the worker closes the ticket. At each step, the workers log
their findings or progress. In some cases, emails sent or received by the customer
and the worker is logged in the system. The communication or task logs associated
with each process instance is analyzed.
To evaluate the overall approach of mining contextual factors from textual data,
the pipeline of steps detailed in Section 7.4 are executed. Table 7.4 presents the
descriptions derived from the text segments in the filtered clusters. As shown, for
the ‘Security’ application, of the 2493 text segments extracted from all the process
instance documents, clustering using affinity propagation with WMD, results in 119
groups or categories. The mean completion times of the process instances in these
groups is compared to mean completion time of a random number of other process
instances. A statistically significant variance in the mean completion time (the
performance outcome), is used to filter few clusters. Further, filtering of clusters is
done based on the size of the cluster. For example, ’confirm and close incident’ is
a very common text segment that is identified and associated with several process
instances. It occurs in 50% of the process instances. It may hence, be a process
completion step and not a situation or context. The highlighted descriptions in the
table are examples of context.
Based on the cluster labels in Table 7.4 (that are derived from common text in
the clusters), for the security application, it is observed that any process instance
associated with reset password has lower completion time (indicated with a + sign
in the table), as the task is extremely specific . The clusters further highlight a key
situation of not being able to contact the customers, leading to the process being set
to ‘pending’ status and the completion time being much higher than other process
instances. Identifying such a situation can help re-design the process to account
for customer unavailability. Similarly in the maintenance of the portal application,
waiting for more information from the user leads to higher completion time of such
tasks. A template with all relevant information recorded by the customers when
creating the problem ticket, could be a plausible solution. In the HR domain appli-
cation, the number filtered clustered were limited and the clusters did not provide
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useful insights on context.
Figure 7.3 visually depicts a subset of clusters of the textual segments. The
NBOW vectors of text segments is represented on a two dimensional space. The










Security 2493 119 13
1. (2nd call, 3rd call) made to the
customer
2. (researching, working, fixing) issue
3. (asked, sent, mailed) to check again
4. waiting for (approval, confirma-
tion)
5. could not (read, get, contact) user
6. waiting for user
7. reset password (sent, mailed) user
(+)
8. changing status to pending
9. tried calling the user
10. . . . . . .
Portal 2025 170 22
1. sent to the user for (confirmation,
information)
2. waiting for user (confirmation,
email)
3. moved support issue to develop-
ment
4. getting more details on the issue
5. called and left a voice mail




1. (were, tied to, failed ) data issues
2. closing the incident (+)
3. need to upgrade to breakfix
4. (write,call) back to me
5. . . . . . .
Table 7.4: Filtered Clusters of IT application maintenance process logs, (+)
indicates clusters has lower completion times
7.5.3 Discussion
The approach presented in this chapter, helps identify information from the logs
that could indicate contextual information or situations that should be addressed.
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Figure 7.3: Visualizing clusters identified by the approach
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Figure 7.4: Different clusters containing semantically similar phrases
There are some limitations that have been observed. Affinity propagation generates
multiple clusters for phrases that semantically mean the same or are similar. This is
because the word mover distance function is unable to capture the semantic similar-
ity between the phrases. An example of this limitation is illustrated in Figure 7.4,
where the clusters representing ‘awaiting customer confirmation’ and ‘awaiting re-
ply’ semantically mean the same but are assigned to different clusters (as indicated
by the colors). These clusters could be merged. However, these are limitations of
existing semantic text matching techniques. The word embeddings currently used
do not recognize ‘confirmation’ and ‘reply’ to be similar (the Euclidean distance
between the two words is high). Hence, these phrases are considered different by
the clustering algorithm. Generating word embeddings [147], on a large corpus of
IT incident management textual data would help in using relevant training data and
lead to improved identification of similar phrases.
7.5.4 Threats to Validity
Threats to external validity concerns the generalization of the results from the study.
This threat has been addressed by evaluating it on textual data of 4 application
domains, with over 300 users logging comments on over 2000 process instances.
While insights can be drawn from our study, these results cannot be generalized
in all business processes. However, the results serve as the basis of using textual
data to discern relevant process context. Threats to internal validity arise when
there are errors or biases. In this study, standard implementations of distance
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functions and cluster analysis, have been used. The clustering and filtering approach
required some configuration parameters such as the minimum and maximum size
of the clusters. These should not impact the applicability of the approach. The
choice of measurements is considered as a threat to construct validity. Appropriate
measures such as precision and recall were not used on textual data in process logs
due to non-availability of labeled data. However, the metrics were evaluated on a
multi-labeled benchmark data set to compare various methods of grouping textual
information, used in the study.
7.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a novel approach of leveraging textual logs captured during a process
execution is proposed, for identifying useful and relevant situations or context. Using
unstructured information extraction methods, an approach consisting of clustering
process instances or tasks into unified groups, correlating them with process outcome
and identifying a subset of salient groups, is used. The approach presented, is quite
general, and can be applied to different application domains. PAIS store comments
and textual logs from resources, for the purpose of knowledge sharing. Using this





Effective and optimal task allocation is one of the critical necessities for provisioning
a business process. In processes involving human resources, task allocation is crit-
ical and challenging as the human performers have varying efficiencies that change
with external factors such as the context (or situations). Existing research on pro-
cess mining has analyzed task allocation from different perspectives such as time
perspective, case perspective and organizational perspective, but each of them in
isolation. To date, there has been limited work on considering all three perspectives
together when allocating resources. Another important aspect that plays a crucial
role is the context. Various external factors, in addition to case and the resources,
influence the task allocation decisions. In real-life team leads and managers account
for all three perspectives based on past experience and knowledge. To evaluate the
use of data-driven approach to assist and enable better decision making, the thesis
addressed the following research questions:
1. How does resource efficiency vary with case, resource behavior, and impact
task allocation?
2. How do we support task allocation based on process context, for pull based
dispatching scenarios?
3. How do we learn task allocation rules based on process context, for push based
dispatching scenarios?
4. How do we identify useful contextual information from process data?
To address the first research question (Chapter 4), an approach was presented
by considering a business process supporting resolution of problem tickets or issues.
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Data from three teams involved in supporting problems that occur in operating sys-
tems, was collected for a period of three weeks. In much of the earlier work, the
analysis of such a process involved considering resource efficiencies by evaluating
the case attributes (customer, complexity) [8], [23]. In this dissertation, variance
in service time was analyzed based on case attributes (complexity, priority) and re-
source behavior (experience). Statistically significant variance in mean service time
was observed. These distinct service times were used as input to a simulation model
representing the service system executing the business process. The experiments
indicated that the performance outcome of the process was impacted when resource
behavior was taken into account. The evaluation showed the need for considering
resource behavior and case attributes when analyzing and making task allocation
decisions. Further, the need for a data-driven approach to analyze and identify vari-
ances in resource efficiencies, was highlighted. The experiments were limited to a
single study based on the data from one organization. Impact of resource behavior
on service time has been validated in the past. However, there has been limited
work on considering variances in resource efficiency and behavior to arrive at task
allocation decisions. The key contribution of this work is an approach to verify the
influence of process attributes and context on resource efficiency.
The second question is addressed by modeling contextual dimensions and build-
ing a context-aware recommender system (Chapter 5). First, resource behaviors
were modeled as resource context. Task context was defined based on context at-
tributes defined in [16]. The resource, task, context and performance outcome was
modeled as user, item, context and rating of a context-aware recommender system
respectively. This approach enabled considering all perspectives of organizational,
case and timing for allocation decisions. The approach was evaluated on two real-
life process event logs by extracting relevant resource context, task context and
performance. The rating or performance predictions with and without context were
evaluated. Results indicated reduction in the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) when context was used. The absolute errors were
statistically significant as verified by Mann Whitney U test. The observations in-
dicated that, certain contextual dimensions improve the prediction accuracy more
than others dimensions. The influence of a contextual dimension varied for business
processes. The evaluation was limited to generic contextual dimensions as there
were no domain experts to model the domain context. Two key contributions of
this work are: i) defining a context model using resource behavior indicators com-
puted from event logs, and ii) building a recommender system that uses context in
addition to task and resource attributes to improve task allocation decision.
The third research question is applicable in scenarios where there is a need to
discern task allocation patterns based on contextual information (Chapter 6). This
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method is applicable in push based dispatching, where a dispatcher makes the alloca-
tion decision for all resources. In the study presented, context (includes resource and
process context) and the case attributes were considered as independent variables.
The performance outcome was considered as the dependent variable. A decision
tree was trained using the context, case information and process outcome, extracted
from event logs. Task allocation rules were inferred from the decision tree. For par-
tially executed process instances, a k-nearest neighbor algorithm was used where,
the case data and the process outcome were considered as independent variables and
the contextual dimensions were predicted. Evaluation was done on a synthetic data
set to identify the contextual variables impacting the performance outcomes. The
evaluation on a real-life event log for predicting the outcome resulted in f1-score of
67% and an accuracy of 79% on the test data set. The predictors included contex-
tual dimensions such as experience, preference, and utilitzation. The contribution of
this work is a machine learning based method to derive resource allocation policies
that take into consideration context and its influence on performance outcome.
The final research question was tackled by using natural language processing on
unstructured logs that are recorded by resources when working on tasks (Chapter 7).
There are several external contextual factors that occur when performing a task.
Resources capture details of task execution in the form of text messages. In this
dissertation, the messages were broken down into smaller phrases to make them
atomic. These phrases were clustered using different clustering techniques [99], [101].
Distance measures such as word mover distance [148], and other measures using word
vectors [147], were evaluated. The approach was first evaluated on a benchmark data
set. Affinity propagation and word mover distance resulted in a macro-average f1-
score of 58%. Experiments were carried out on a real-life process log and clusters
were filtered to identify groups, which have an impact on process performance. The
contribution of this work is a method to explore and discover contextual information
that impacts performance outcome, from unstructured textual data available in
process logs
8.2 Limitations and Future Work
In this section the limitations and extensions of current work that allow for future
research are described.
8.2.1 Limitations
In addition to the limitations discussed in section 3.5, this section describes other
challenges in the studies that were carried out. In Chapter 4, a limited set of process
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attributes and contextual dimensions were considered. There were no task specific
context or domain attributes. The logs did not capture domain specific information
such as types of operating system issues or time of the day when the issues were
resolved. Hence, the study was limited to available amount of information. In
addition the data collected from the three teams, were addressing the same domain
of servicing operating systems.
Chapter 5 too, used a limited set of process attributes and contextual dimen-
sions. Lack of domain information limited the ability to identify and use other
contextual dimensions. A common challenge with context-aware recommender sys-
tems is that, addition of more dimensions causes sparseness of the data. In this
dissertation, a limited set of resource behaviors were used. Addition of resource
behaviors may not necessarily improve accuracy or quality of recommendations.
Chapter 6, evaluates the use of decision tree and k-nearest neighbor methods
to predict the performance outcome of a process or task. These methods have
been used because they are intuitive and decision tree can be used to produce a
set of interpretable rules. However, they have lower accuracy as compared to other
supervised learning methods. The evaluation on real-life event log, here too did not
contain domain specific context or attributes.
Finally, In Chapter 7, an unsupervised method of extracting context has been
explored. This approach has been evaluated on a single data set and hence the
approach needs to be further analyzed on other process logs containing textual
information.
8.2.2 Future work
In Chapter 4, data from three team was used from a single domain of IT services. A
similar study considering domain attributes and additional contextual dimensions
extracted from an event log in a different domain, containing richer information,
would be useful to explore.
In Chapter 5, a single performance outcome (time), was evaluated. It would
be useful to further extend this work and evaluate context recommendation for a
combination of outcomes (time, cost or quality). K-NN based recommender has been
used. Other model based recommender systems can be evaluated and compared for
higher prediction accuracy. Further, it would be worthwhile to evaluate the global
outcome of all process instances such as percentage of tasks that met the service
level, total cost of task allocation, as the recommender system provides resource
specific recommendations based on a local optimal rating for each resource.
The work in Chapter 6, can be extended to evaluate other machine learning
methods and analyze the prediction accuracies. Another challenge commonly faced
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when using context is the unavailability of contextual information in event logs. It
would be a valuable extension to define a specification of a process event log that
enables storing and extraction of generic and domain specific contextual dimensions.
An extension to the event log specification and implementation support in process
aware systems to capture context, would lead to context-aware process analysis.
Finally, In Chapter 7, it would be useful to build a supervised model by creating
a labeled data set containing contextual dimensions extracted from textual logs.
This would require domain experts, but lack of such a data set makes it an imperative
need. Building a data set would help evaluate suitability of context extraction
methods from rich source of information maintained by resources when working on
tasks. Filtering approaches, in addition to cluster size and performance outcomes,
that help identify sets of relevant contextual clusters, will need to be evaluated.
In conclusion, this thesis compiles a set of methods that are data-driven and
context-aware to help managers and resources allocate suitable tasks and help im-
prove the overall process outcome. First, the variance in resource efficiency based on
context was demonstrated (Chapter 4). A context model for resource allocation was
built and used as input to a context-aware recommender system to predict resource
efficiencies for a case, resource and context (Chapter 5). Next context, case and
resource attributes were used to learn task allocation rules (Chapter 6). Finally,
textual information available in process logs was used to semi-automatically mine
context. The contextual factors mined can be used to improve the process or define
process outcomes (Chapter 7). The results of this dissertation can be used as input
to improve task allocation and process outcomes.
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